
cynnamin delight  
 
cynnamin delight: checks the music a moment, starts to sway slightly upon the barstool 

Ivan_Skavinsky: A gentle sway in time to the music. 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Demonstrating a superb sens of rhythm. 

cynnamin delight: Not really, I just try to move to what is being played and work it as 

best as I can 

cynnamin delight: hello Grey 

greygriffin20: hello Cynnamin 

D r a z:  watches the silks wrap  cynn as she sways ,,only emphasising her   curves  

cynnamin delight: slides off the barstool and shuffles along the floor to a dance stage 

Ivan_Skavinsky: You certainly seem to be capturing the spirit of it with your moves, Cyn. 

cynnamin delight: steps onto it and spins slowly with the slow sway of the silken covered 

hips 

cynnamin delight: dips slightly and runs the hands over the front of the body, down the 

sides 

D r a z: smiles  as i adjust the lights  to  follow cynn and      complement her  swaying 

dance 

cynnamin delight: turns to one angle and dips again, slowly sways the hips as she rises a 

hand running over the breasts 

Ivan_Skavinsky: That's a very exotic dance, cyn. 

cynnamin delight: moves slowly to the pole, backs to it for the moment and continues the 

slow sway, makes sure the hips are more than rolled each way 

D r a z:  smilesto see the  movement  of hands  .......     and the  dance following the beat  

cynnamin delight: the head rests to the pole, eyes closed, hands moving up the hips, over 

the midsection 

D r a z: sees  glimpses of  that firm butt as  cynn   moves  the hips and  the silks shift  

cynnamin delight: swaying slowly again, the hips moving with an over accentuation to 

make the silks glide and rustle 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Can't take my eyes of Cyn.  She's such a mover. 

cynnamin delight: smiles with the start of the new tune and moves a little faster, snaps 

the fingers and steps away from the pole for a moment 

D r a z:  grins  as the silks move up and down  the curves  

cynnamin delight: spins and sways, the silks start to fly a little from the body 

cynnamin delight: spins a full turn, the hair and silks flying, then pausing before another 

snap of the hips and a seductive roll of them 

cynnamin delight: a hand runs over the breasts, down the body, between the legs 

D r a z:   eyes   wandering all over the  sensuous dancer  

cynnamin delight: the head falls back, the mouth opens as the hand teasingly moves 

between my legs 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Very erotic. 

cynnamin delight: pauses, rocks a little on the hand, then snaps off the hips each way 

and spins, moves to the pole and holds with both hands 

D r a z: watches the silks move    under  the hands  



cynnamin delight: dipping, slowly raising, moving the hips with a quick snap each way, 

the smile becoming more coy and teasing 

cynnamin delight: reaches to a side and pulls loose the outer silk, gives it a toss as it 

flutters to the ground 

D r a z: watches  those eyes as they sparkle with mischiefas the mouth and cheeks  put 

on a coy  look  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Moves across to the bar to get a better view. 

cynnamin delight: the legs coming more into view....the under silks still covering most of 

the privates 

D r a z: grins as the silk   slides away  to  the beat of the  tune  

cynnamin delight: swaying a little faster, hands holding the pole and a leg drapes around 

it 

cynnamin delight: gliding up and down , hips rolling again as a hand runs up and down 

the side and over the silken covered butt 

D r a z: smiles to see  the pulsating body  close in on the pole  

cynnamin delight: caresses and smacks once, then again and once more rolls the hips to 

the tune 

cynnamin delight: leans back, using the wrapped leg to hold the body, swaying the upper 

body, jiggling the breasts to make them roll as well 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Captivated watching the sensuous movements. 

D r a z: grins to hear  the smack and see  the  body move to the beat  

cynnamin delight: runs the hands up the body, down the sides and raises and spins from 

the pole 

cynnamin delight: steps out, snaps the hips off and spins, grabs the top silk and snaps it 

off, freeing the breasts 

D r a z:  mesmerised by the swinging hips 

cynnamin delight: tosses it and it flutters to the floor as well 

cynnamin delight: again the head falls back, hands move up and down the body, a slower 

sway of the hips 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Gazes in admiration at those luscious breasts. 

cynnamin delight: pauses for a moment, starts again, moving a little faster to the tune 

D r a z: smiles seeing the breats  come free ......and jiggle  as cynnn moves to the   beat   

cynnamin delight: spins and spins back in place smiles and runs the hands through the 

hair as the hips gyrate left and right 

D r a z:   grins watching the   hips full of promise  

cynnamin delight: rolls the hips, rocks them left and right, the breasts with just enough 

jiggle  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Just enough to send a man crazy. 

cynnamin delight: runs the hands over the remaining silk, teasingly over the hips, over 

the front 

cynnamin delight: spins back and moves to the pole, hooks the leg again and grinds to 

the pole with the lateral sway of the hips 

D r a z:  grins amazed at how perky and up lifted those breasts aree   



cynnamin delight: then up and down the pole, the head falling back as the mouth forms 

that pouty O 

cynnamin delight: dips and pushes back the butt, sways it, and pauses.... 

cynnamin delight: starts again, snaps the hips off and spins, backs to the pole and runs 

the hands teasingly slow up and down my body 

cynnamin delight: cups the breasts, squeezes them, teases for a brief second or two at 

the budding nipples 

cynnamin delight: the hands works down my body, the left slips again between the legs 

D r a z:   watches  the hands as  they tease and promise t oplease 

cynnamin delight: a slow rocking starts and again the mouth open to give the soft moan 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Every movement more and more enticing. 

cynnamin delight: rubbing slowly, rocking a little faster, and pulls the hand away to slap 

it in mock horror 

cynnamin delight: spins and leans back, jiggles the breasts and sways the upper body 

cynnamin delight: raises and leans forward, rolls the hips slowly , then snaps them off 

each direction 

cynnamin delight: reaches back to rub on the left cheek , looks over the left shoulder,  

and smacks the skin and grins 

D r a z: those hips    have such  an erotic message  

Ivan_Skavinsky: You can say that again, Draz. 

cynnamin delight: sways again, smacks the right side and stands, spins and rocks again, 

snapping off left and right with a more than suggestive roll  

cynnamin delight: takes a step and drops to the knees, raises the remaining silk slowly 

up the thighs, swaying back and forth, showing more and more leg 

cynnamin delight: holds the silk between fingers and thumbs, while continuing the sway 

D r a z:  winks as     the sensual sets  the passions aflame  

cynnamin delight: releases the silk, hands again caresses the breasts 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Entranced watching Cyn's sensual interpretation of the music. 

cynnamin delight: once more the hand reaches for the silk, snatches it away to reveal the 

last silk that covers the very private part of me 

D r a z: breasts  that defy gravity and  perk and crested with dark nipples  

cynnamin delight: once more the silk is tossed and it flutters to the ground 

D r a z: smiles to watch the silk fluttering away  

cynnamin delight: slowly raises, the hips sway and rock 

cynnamin delight: the last small piece covering the sex, a finger traces over it in a more 

than teasing way 

Ivan_Skavinsky: See that luscious body shape. 

cynnamin delight: circling upon it, then up and down over it as the head falls back and 

again the mouth forms that pouty O 

D r a z:   leans forward   to watch   

Ivan_Skavinsky: Follow the movement of the finger. 

cynnamin delight: thrusts the hips a little, in a mock sexual move to the tune 

cynnamin delight: a hand again slides up and down the body, moves to the other side and 

up 



D r a z:  the hips and body snaking sensually to the music  

cynnamin delight: the other hand moves to the last silk, toys with it 

cynnamin delight: the fingertips lightly pull it to one side, nearly exposing the slave girl 

sex 

D r a z: the teasing hand has our attention  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Gasping in anticipation. 

cynnamin delight: with a teasing smile it is held in place, then released as the body spins 

and the swaying continues 

cynnamin delight: looks over the shoulder, tugs away the last silk and it too flutters to 

the floor 

cynnamin delight: leans over, the hips sway slowly, the butt pushed back to accentuate 

the roundness of it 

D r a z: grins .enjoying the tease and the flowing body  to the incessat music   

cynnamin delight: spins around, a hand in front of me, a little movement left 

cynnamin delight: then right to give a teasing look to the slave girl sex 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Looks at the lovely contours of the hips. 

D r a z:  noticng the deep   indendt of the smalof the back and over the firmbutt cheeks  

cynnamin delight: then pulling the hand away, backing to the pole, the skin glistening 

from the perspiration 

cynnamin delight: rests to the pole again the sway starts, the hips rolled, and the hands 

moving up and down the body 

cynnamin delight: once more a leg hooks the pole, the slow gliding up and down 

starts...swaying the hips mid way, a hand running over the leg 

D r a z: the ligts catch the perspiration beads and act like mini prisms  , adding to the 

sparkle of  the baody  

cynnamin delight: with a toss of the hair the breasts again swayed, the nipples standing 

so tall 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Perfection. 

cynnamin delight: the leg released, backing to the pole, swaying and rocking, the head 

again falls back, and then I drop to the floor 

D r a z:      smiles as the hand progresses      and the erect nipples casting a shadow on 

the full rounded breasts  

cynnamin delight: swaying slowly, being put under the spell of the music, the slow 

swaying only highlights all the curves 

cynnamin delight: rests the hands between the legs and continues the sway and slowly 

brings them up to again reveal the smooth mound 

cynnamin delight: sways a little more, tosses the hair, and brings the hands up the body 

and into the hair as I freeze in place for a moment 

D r a z:  smiles seeing the   revealed sex    and the sudden  slowing     

cynnamin delight: tosses the hair again, slowly spins a leg around and stands, backs to 

the pole and reaches above the head to hold it 

cynnamin delight: swaying again, looking out, the eyes seems glazed as if totally under a 

spell 



cynnamin delight: spins and holds the pole, dips slowly, raises and continue the roll of 

the hips 

D r a z: grns to see the sparkle in  cynns eyes 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Gazes back into thos glazed eyes, totally bewitched. 

cynnamin delight: again the hand gliding over the curve of the butt and hip 

cynnamin delight: pauses, drops to the floor and lowers the head as the tune ends 

cynnamin delight: looks up, smiles, and rises 

D r a z:         grins as cynn drops  to the floor ..........then rises  to the  new tune   

cynnamin delight: gathers up the silks and mockingly tries to cover the body 

Ivan_Skavinsky: That was so great, Cyn.  Truly artistic as well as erotic. 

D r a z:      grins at the   beautiful  girl and slowly stands and appplauds  

cynnamin delight: thank you Ivan 

cynnamin delight: thank you Draz 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Joins in the applause. 

greygriffin20:    

D r a z:         very beautiful and erotic cynn  

cynnamin delight: thank you Grey 

D r a z:    walls over with LAB robe  if  you need it  

cynnamin delight: steps off the stage and goes to the change room to put all the silks 

back into place 

Ivan_Skavinsky: HB, Cyn. 

D r a z:  grins watching cyn  walk off  sensually  

Ivan_Skavinsky: I've never seen Cyn dance before.  That was fantastic. 

cynnamin delight: steps out, all the silks back in place save for the smallest of them and 

that is left at the bar as a momento of the dance 

D r a z:   smiles a slave girl  knows how to dance ,,,,,,,,,,, and shes very expert at it] 

cynnamin delight: smiles wickedly and slides onto the barstool 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Congratulations, Cyn.  Would you like a drink? 

cynnamin delight: how about a bloody mary this time please Draz 

D r a z: smiles at cynn      

D r a z: on its way 

cynnamin delight: thank you 

Ivan_Skavinsky: On my account please, Draz. 

D r a z: Places 2 ice cubes into a tall glass and adds a double shot of vodka, Adds the the 

juice of 1/2 lemon, 6 dashes of Worcestershire sauce, 3 dashes of Tabasco sauce and 5 oz 

of  tomato juice. adds salt and fresh ground pepper and pinch ground fennel and 

coriander and celery seed.  Stirs well and serves the bloody mary on a LAB coaster to 

cynn  adding a celery stick to stir. winks  

cynnamin delight: checks in the mirror that lips have been reglossed appropriately and 

smiles as the lips once more are very full and pouty looking 

Ivan_Skavinsky: I'm not sure that I should ask where you learnt all those exotic moves, 

Cyn. 

D r a z:   places the drink on Ivan 'saccount  



cynnamin delight: As Draz said Ivan, a pleasure slave learns how to dance quickly, it is 

part of her appeal as a pleasure slave 

D r a z:  smiles  ....... its all part of being a slave girl , Ivan  

Ivan_Skavinsky: It was an excellent routine. 

Ivan_Skavinsky: I didn't realise that Cyn was a slave girl. 

cynnamin delight: If you ever look at the Gorean slave girls, the red silked girls were 

always excellent dancers as well as sexual companions 

D r a z:  not sure if you know too much about  Gor and its slave world    

D r a z:  the silks are a dress code  of the slave girls 

cynnamin delight: there are girls who sole purpose is to dance in the taverns and such 

places 

Ivan_Skavinsky: I don't know anything about Gor but I'm sure that you'll enlighten me. 

D r a z:  the slave girls is the most appealing part of the Gorean  lifestyle  

cynnamin delight: It is about being pleasurable and desirable to all 

Ivan_Skavinsky: You certainly did very well today, Cyn. 

cynnamin delight: That is the approach I have taken when it comes to dancing....to be 

seductive, desirable, and pleaurable 

cynnamin delight: thank you Ivan 

D r a z:  Gor lifestyle is partly based on the Norse man lifestyle ,,,,,men arewarriors and 

the girls are  delightful ,..... some free ... but many slave girls 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Is that a slave of one particular master? 

cynnamin delight: Yes Ivan, a girl usually has one master 

Ivan_Skavinsky: And who is your master, Cyn? 

cynnamin delight: The Brothel is my master Ivan, I serve it and those who visit it 

D r a z:  cynn has no cuurent master so the brothelhas  become her master 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Very altruistic, Draz. 

cynnamin delight: I do it willingly, knowing the pleausure I give and the delight those 

who see me dance get in watching me upon the stage or in the cage 
D r a z:  it suits  cyn and  suits  the brothel ,,,,, and cynn understands we dont follow the 

Gorean  ways 

 

 

 

Gabriela 

Gabriela92: strums out the opening guitar part on my bare tummy.... 

sweetnspicydrops: cute tummy gabriela 

D r a z: smiles wartching gabri and stands close by  in my kilt ,swaying to the beat 

.pumping up the bag pipes  ,,,,,,,,,,,,,  

D r a z:       fingers the flute and  plays alongside gabris swaying   

sweetnspicydrops: wiggling my butt on the bar stool to the music  

b ettena: thinks this would be an interesting tune to dance to in the cage 



Bee_passionately_blue: Sits appreciating the ladies who are dancing in such brazen 

happy ways - and smiles.  

RocketManFL: glances behind Liz, eyes wiggle, mmm nice 

D r a z: smiles at all the wiggling and jiggling around the room  

Gabriela92: hopping from one foot to the other, two steps to each beat. 

D r a z:  plays  the pipes again watching gabri 

Gabriela92: swinging my hair in a circle 

sweetnspicydrops: go Gabri! 

RocketManFL: leans into liz, she is really good isnt she? 

sweetnspicydrops: very sexy 

tigerzjill: watches Gabriela begin to dance sliding my tongue just to taste the delicious 

pink pussy.... 

b ettena: watches Gabriela move, her body a specimen of sensual grace and motion 

Gabriela92: hands on the tops of my buns, fingers pointing down, pushing my pelvis in a 

swivel... 

D r a z: smiles watching jils  tongue   flick into the pink pussy ,,,,,,,,,,,,, drink  

Gabriela92: fingertips down in my back pockets of the jeans 

sweetnspicydrops: omg Draz lmao 

D r a z:  grins watching  those wild hips and the  fingers  sliding down  

Gabriela92: bumping energetically left and right 

b ettena: thinks to herself...speaking of nice butts.....watching Gabriela move as she does 

Gabriela92: pulses the hips several times, causing my feet to scoot forward on the floor a 

few inches at a time. 

Bee_passionately_blue: watching the way gabi's hair is flaunted - has fantasies of how 

her hair could be exposed in intimate ways.  

D r a z:  smiles watching  those hips  move energetically 

Gabriela92: punches the air at each shout of "Thunder" 

Gabriela92: head bowed, toe tapping the beat.. flexing the knee.... 

Heart1226: sneaks in... eyes on Gabi...   

RocketManFL: wb Heart 

Gabriela92: snaps my head down 

D r a z: atches  the thunder of those hips  as gabri dances ....and as the arms punches  the 

air those breasts    jiggle 

Gabriela92: back up 

Gabriela92: works the bottom of the tank top slowly up.... 

Heart1226: mmmm Gabi.. smiles 

Heart1226: hello Liz...  

Gabriela92: grinds and snaps the hips 

Heart1226: smiles watching Gabi grind.... sweet...  

Gabriela92: peels the tank up and over my head, shaking my hair free into a tangled mess 

Bee_passionately_blue: thank you for dancing gabi - you are lovely  

Gabriela92: hands moving slowly up and down the torso, from waist to shoulder 

Gabriela92: quick spin and a head roll 

Gabriela92: snaps shoulders forward and down 



Cars_75: smiles at gabriela... very nice! 

Gabriela92: quick march steps... four forward, four back 

Bee_passionately_blue: appreciates the way your skin gleans in the light - and your hair 

looks tousseled like a night after rock n roll and sex  

Gabriela92: two slides right, half turn, two more slides 

Gabriela92: shimmies shoulders up and down quickly several times 

Gabriela92: claps and stomps to each side 

shyla_24: smiles watchin quietly from the couch in the corner 

D r a z: grins watching as gabri stomps and claps along the satge   

Bee_passionately_blue: appreciates her movements and how she is showing off her hips 

and breasts - teasing  

Gabriela92: shoulder turns to each side, dancing with an angry edge.... 

Gabriela92: swinging arms in the air 

sweetnspicydrops: squirms in my seat watching Gabri... for obvious reasons 

Cars_75: turns to look at gabriela, while I'm waiting for my drink.. ok, that should do the 

trick.  

Gabriela92: claps overhead several times to the beat 

slides the Mangonada over  to  cars on a LAB coaster ..that will wake you up 

Gabriela92: shuffles forward and backward 

Gabriela92: two stomps left, two right, repeating 

Bee_passionately_blue: appreciates how you cause the beats to resound - and take on 

such sexual implications as you tease with your beauty gabi.  

Gabriela92: swings knees side to side, lowering into a squat 

D r a z: shes dirty and young  ,,,,,,, woo hoo go gabri 

Gabriela92: pushes the bra straps off the shoulders, letting them fall to my elbows 

D r a z: grins watching  as those breasts jiggle as ifexpecting freedom  

Heart1226: ohh myy....  

greygriffin20: hehe 

Gabriela92: tucks my upper arms in tight to my rib cage, not only to accentuate the 

cleavage, but to hold the bra cups in place. 

RocketManFL: leans over, kisses Liz cheek 

Bee_passionately_blue: appreciates the tease of her drawing attention to her lovely skin 

and breasts - swallowing  

Gabriela92: bends the elbows, crossing my arms and holding the cups up with my hands 

D r a z:  grins watching gabri ,,we getting hot  

Heart1226: bites my tongue.. anticipatingly waiting for another surprise from Gabi..  

sweetnspicydrops: smiles, goes back to watching Gabri 

Bee_passionately_blue: appreciates the beauty of your hands holding you in that 

intimate way - thinking - goodness gabi you are fine.  

Cars_75: mmhm, gabriela at her best tonight.... simply amazing! 

RocketManFL: enjoys Gabnri's talent 

Gabriela92: pushes the straps back up so I can continue to dance on the main floor 

D r a z:    grins watching  gabri ,,,,,,,,,,      rocking  thighs  

Gabriela92: flips my hair up and over my head, then snaps my head to toss it back again 



Bee_passionately_blue: I shake my head - as gabi continues to tease - goodness she likes 

to build anticipation  

Gabriela92: swiveling the hips as my fingers push the brass button through the 

buttonhole on the front of my jeans. 

Cars_75: grins at bee. ...doesn't she?  ...sips my drink again and follows gabriela with my 

eyes. 

D r a z:  eyes on the front of the jeans  

Gabriela92: slowly turns, dancing energetically 

Gabriela92: flips up the zipper tab, unlocking it. 

Gabriela92: dances up to Bee's table 

Bee_passionately_blue: blinks allowing the action of her fingers playing with her button 

hole take root in my mind and I exhale - curious and mesmerized  

D r a z:  smiles watching  the   thighs as gabri dances  

Gabriela92: takes Bee's hand and places his thumb and forefinger on the zipper tab 

Bee_passionately_blue: "you are enchanting, gabi." I mouth as you guide my thumb and 

forefinger - I hold it firmly  

Gabriela92: shifts side to side, looking down at Bee's hand holding the front of my jeans 

Gabriela92: grinds a little, noticing that a few teeth of the zipper have parted from Bee's 

hand trying to hold still 

Bee_passionately_blue: as the movements rock side to side - the zipper flows one tooth 

at time down - I appreciate the sight  

Gabriela92: showing a little more skin as the "V" opens 

Bee_passionately_blue: and gaze up into your eyes - amazed by you and your siren ways 

that call out so sensuously  

Heart1226: watching Gabi move her lithe body on bee.. smiling..  

Gabriela92: then a glimpse of the top of my bright red panties 

Cars_75: oh my... holds my breath and watches closely 

Bee_passionately_blue: I hold my breath as you have chosen a colour of passion this 

evening - and I just growl in want- realizing you are such a teas that is adorable and 

desirable. "Fuck."  

Gabriela92: rests my hand on top of Bee's and gently pushes it downward as I wildly 

gyrate my hips to the rocking song. 

Gabriela92: opening the zipper completely 

Gabriela92: spins away 

shyla_24: there is lots of dancing and flirting mustang, just have fun *smiles and wiggles 

back to her couch in the corner* 

Bee_passionately_blue: the gyrations making me sensitive to your skin - to the beauty of 

your breasts, to your hips, to your eyes that are full of mystery - and those panties and 

jeans leave me just as curious.  

Gabriela92: rolls down the open waistband of the  jeans one turn 

shyla_24: *watches gabriela with curious eyes* 

Gabriela92: I can give you some past examples, Sweet; LOL 

D r a z: loks overat gabri singing t t t t tight pants  

Gabriela92: folds down the jeans another turn 



Bee_passionately_blue: tilts my head and stares - appreciative of the skin and panties 

that are being revealed  

shyla_24: *thinks i would be better in a cage cause i am accident prone lol* 

D r a z: watches  the jeans slide down a notch  

Gabriela92: hips and buns showing below the waistband all the way around as I quickly 

spin several times, hair flying 

Cars_75: oh my, gabriela is clearly helping me to wake up more than the drink... 

laughs.... and it's a good drink, mind you! 

Bee_passionately_blue: I smile as she spins and delights in the music that seems to 

intoxicate and move her - thinking - amazing.  

Gabriela92: grabs the jeans in the back and gives them a quick yank down off my ass, 

then pulls them just as quickly back up. 

sweetnspicydrops:  oh my Gabri... oh my 

D r a z:  grins as we get a glimpse of  those hot butt cheeks  

Heart1226: ohhh such tease..! 

Gabriela92: dances wildly, leaving the jeans barely staying up, but too tight to fall any 

farther. 

Bee_passionately_blue: Delights in her teasing - and displaying how luscious her 

feminine frame is with her dancing and teasing  

Cars_75: ..returns to my seat at the table, and sinks down into the comfy chair. 

continuing to enjoy gabrielas amazing show. 

Gabriela92: whips my arms around overhead, hips swiveling, feet shuffling on the floor 

Gabriela92: hair flying 

Gabriela92: head swinging 

Gabriela92: shoulders flailing 

RocketManFL: enjpys LIz, enjoying Gabri 

D r a z: grins watching the energy in gabris dancing as moves everything to the beat 

Gabriela92: starting to glisten under the bright lights as the perspiration begins to bead 

on my shoulders, arms, chest, tummy, and back 

Gabriela92: Nods my head to the lyric, "Baby, Do You Want It?" 

sweetnspicydrops: smiles at rocket as I slip off the bar stool and start dancing in place, 

moved by Gabri... just swaying to the music  

shyla_24: *her gray eyes flicker about quietly* 

D r a z: grins  as i see a queue forming as gabri nods 

Gabriela92: pumping my arms and legs energetically 

RocketManFL: enjoys Liz's close dancing swaying 

Bee_passionately_blue: laughing at the way she seems to be interpreting the song - and 

the sentiments she evokes with her creativity  

Gabriela92: rolls my pelvis provocatively and lets my torso slither vertically 

sweetnspicydrops: sways in front of Rocket, backing into him and swaying up against 

him 

RocketManFL: mmmm 

Gabriela92: pushes the jeans a little further down 

D r a z: crazy mutha rockers ...ready to roll  



sweetnspicydrops: big smile on my face as I sway and dance with Rocket 

D r a z: grins seeing the hard buns as  gabri slips  the jeans  down  

Bee_passionately_blue: I tilt my head as you cause a bit more of the skin to be exposed 

to the lights - and the colouration of the panties to darken and lighten in the shadows 

and light  

Heart1226: smiles watching Lis and Gabi doing their delectable moves..  

sweetnspicydrops: my eyes never leaving Gabri's hot dance 

Gabriela92: waistband of the jeans now hanging around where my legs meet my buns 

RocketManFL: pushing Liz hips a bit to accentuate her esways 

Gabriela92: moves my feet wider than my shoulders.... 

D r a z:  grins seeing the round butt over the jeans  ,,,,,,,, and taps out the beat hard on 

the bar  

shyla_24: *watches rocket and liz, flipping back and forth from them to gabriela* 

Gabriela92: slowly leans forward, sliding my hands down the front of my thighs.... 

Gabriela92: over my knees... 

tigerzjill: steps back to the bar staring at Gabriela  

Gabriela92: down my shins... 

sweetnspicydrops: grinding back against rocket as I sway 

Gabriela92: holds my ankles, feet wide apart 

RocketManFL: mmmmmm 

sweetnspicydrops: I'm hypnotized by Gabri 

Gabriela92: bumps left hip out 

sweetnspicydrops: sooooooooooo damned sexy 

Gabriela92: bumps right hip out 

Bee_passionately_blue: appreciates the way your hands are tantalizing the journey along 

your figure and leaving me staring  

Gabriela92: repeats the bumps 

Cars_75: squirms a bit in my seat, fully enjoying the music, the atmosphere, my drink 

and especially the enticing young lady dancing... 

RocketManFL: yes, both of you are 

D r a z: grins watching  the bumping butt   and the treasurebetween the cheeks  

D r a z:  smiles and kisses jill   ...........    as i see her lean over the bar in the mirror behind  

Gabriela92: puts my hands on the buns and pushes the cheeks apart, flashing the thin 

back strip of the panties 

Gabriela92: then pushes the buns tight together 

tigerzjill: looks for a place to sit 

Bee_passionately_blue: amazing how you are filled with such mystique - to tease and yet 

hide your sensual lust.  

sweetnspicydrops: happy I wore a nice cool dress tonight 

sweetnspicydrops: its getting so warm in here 

Gabriela92: tugs the jeans back up and refastens the button, raising the zipper.... points 

to Shyla and Liz and crooks a finger at them both, beckoning them out onto the dance 

floor. 

Heart1226: scoots and bumps my shoulder to jill..  



Bee_passionately_blue: ty gabi for dancing.  

tigerzjill: claps for gabriela....wow.....what a performance! 

sweetnspicydrops: claps for Gabri too! 

Heart1226: applauds for Gabi.... great dance girl..!! smiles 

RocketManFL: claps woo ghoo gabri 

Cars_75: claps and cheers for gabriela!  

Gabriela92: dangit... I was just cooling down, and Draz plays more AC/DC!!!! 

D r a z:    woo hoo gabri  ,,,,,,,,,,,,that was  

D r a z:        laffsssss its criminal ,.,.,.,.,.,.there ought to be a law 

Bee_passionately_blue: he wants to keep you hot and bothered gabi - like you do with all 

of us  

Gabriela92: hops from one foot to another, two beats on each side. 

sweetnspicydrops: Gabri was rather draining to watch... in a wonderful way 

 

 

dirtyrpgirl and scarlett2angel 

dirtyrpgirl: grabs scarlett and dances slowly with her 

scarlett2angel: jumps dirtys bones hurry we only have 5 minutes 

dirtyrpgirl: softly singing into your ear and moving to the blues 

dirtyrpgirl: giggles....^5's for like minds!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: dry humps you through what clothes i have on 

scarlett2angel: smiles sways and squeezes your hips  

dirtyrpgirl: when you do me......................tuneeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 

scarlett2angel: you know i didnt like blues that much till i met you 

dirtyrpgirl: lets my hips slap to yours as we dance some 

dirtyrpgirl: but now?.....................giggles 

scarlett2angel: smiles tilts my head ..loves them 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm...smiles....so i have taught you a 

thang or two huh?......giggles 

scarlett2angel: sways my hips left left left them right as my fingertips grip your hips and 

ass when we slip into a dark spot 

scarlett2angel: You could say that.... 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm,smiling as i lean to a wall in a dark corner 

and holdng you tight,kiss you deeply 

scarlett2angel: gronassss pushs my ass back into your hands ohhhh myyyyyyy  

dirtyrpgirl: purrrrs to the wet kiss,my hands grope at your butt 

dirtyrpgirl: rocking to the beat as we "dance" in a dark corner 

scarlett2angel: smiles nibbles on Your ear as i let You lead this time while we move 

around the dance floor 

dirtyrpgirl: slowly hugs you as the tune stops 

dirtyrpgirl: tuneeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 



scarlett2angel: giggles see that lover??  

dirtyrpgirl: jumps up and down to the new tune 

dirtyrpgirl: ohhhh i did lover!!....giggles 

jll101: squints to see rp jumping 

dirtyrpgirl: prolly wasnt the only one either...lol 

scarlett2angel: Draz always hugs us right after we dance so he can feel how wet we are 

D r a z: laffs  ,,,,  

dirtyrpgirl: my head snaping side to side to the beat and i jump and spin,holding onto my 

lovers hands 

dirtyrpgirl: lmaoooooo,you noticed that too!!!.... 

dirtyrpgirl: c'mon ilean............................... 

scarlett2angel: winks skips around letting my hair and tits bounce with the new tune 

D r a z:  watching the two girls ...... dance ..   cootrified  

jll101: follows scarlett with my eyes 

scarlett2angel: tries to kiss dirtys cheek but she bounces and i kiss her nipple  

scarlett2angel: oops 

dirtyrpgirl: watching them big-uns bounce as you move about, spining in a circle,hand in 

hand with you 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm....just smiles 

dirtyrpgirl: that felt good!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: bounces some more!!! 

scarlett2angel: skips and jumps a bit more as the beat gets faster  

D r a z:  come on eilleen  

scarlett2angel: winks and slaps my ass 

dirtyrpgirl: lol draz..i guess i was spellin it phonicly? 

dirtyrpgirl: slaps your ass too!!...wooooooooohooooooooooooo 

jll101: two lovely asses 

dirtyrpgirl: grabs you and pulls you to my body as the song turns to a slow one 

dirtyrpgirl: grinding my crotch to yours as leon fills the room 

dirtyrpgirl: using my finger to push your hair from your eyes as i sing softly to you 

scarlett2angel: slows down winks and brushs my hands on the small of your back as my 

lover takes me into her arms pulls me around and lets my cheek rest against Hers as we 

move to the music 

dirtyrpgirl: kissing your cute little nose 

dirtyrpgirl: swaying with you in my arms...............smiling to your eyes 

scarlett2angel: mmmmm wiggles m y nose  

dirtyrpgirl: licks it as you wiggle it......then kisses you softly 

dirtyrpgirl: we were alone....and i was singing this song for you..................... 

scarlett2angel: blushs at what just flashed in my head...looks into Your eyes ande grips 

Your hips more as my hips rock side to side with the new song 

dirtyrpgirl: checks scarletts panties...nope....not her!!!...lol 

dirtyrpgirl: ariana!!! 

scarlett2angel: smh my panties aren't made from butter lol 

dirtyrpgirl: sways scarlett more in my arms 



scarlett2angel: mmmmmmmmm loves her too lover 

dirtyrpgirl: laughs....well NOT that kinda butter anyway 

dirtyrpgirl: smiles.....she is so cute and sexy and sings pretty good too....lol 

dirtyrpgirl: it is draz!! 

scarlett2angel: sways in Your arms bites my bottom lip and lets my fingers slide down to 

Your ass as we dance closer 

dirtyrpgirl: slow down,your doing fine......giggles 

dirtyrpgirl: reachng back,puttng my hands over yours as you hold my tushy 

dirtyrpgirl: pressing my breasts to your as the song flows through us 

scarlett2angel: mmmmmm smiles cups your tush looks deep into Your eyes and crushs 

my chest to Yours as my lower body rocks with the song 

dirtyrpgirl: when you realize.....vienna waits for youuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu 

dirtyrpgirl: puttng my nose to yours and gazes deeply nto your eyes 

scarlett2angel: see why i like wiggling my nose so much Draz? 

dirtyrpgirl: i know another reason!!!!...lmaooo 

D r a z:     i sure do scarlett  

scarlett2angel: cups dirtys ass Your not getting away that easy 

scarlett2angel: smiles at Draz  

dirtyrpgirl: giggles..... 

D r a z: winks at scarlett  

dirtyrpgirl: on it's way now draz...thankya!!...hugssssssssssssss 

D r a z: hugsssssssssssss 

dirtyrpgirl: walks scarlett to the bar,lifting her up and setting her on a barstool, then sits 

close next to her 

dirtyrpgirl: my hand n her hand as it rests in her lap 

dirtyrpgirl: little red rooster!!! 

scarlett2angel: wiggles on the bar stool ..leans back smiles at the red rooster 

 

 

dirtyrpgirl: shhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh.kisses scarlett softly as i press my body to hers as 

we start to move in unison to the tune 

dirtyrpgirl: winks to nicole...yepssssssssssssssssssssssss 

  

scarlett2angel: smiles slips my hands on the her hips looks around and lets her lead me 

around on the dance floor 

dirtyrpgirl: with my lover in my arms, we spin and shuffle on the dance floor,stopping to 

wiggle our butts 

dirtyrpgirl: we musta run kitty off?, shrugs and dances with my lover some mo 

scarlett2angel: tilts my  head winks and cups your ass in both my hands as we spin 

around all alone while the lights flicker 

dirtyrpgirl: my face pushing your hair back ,i nibble on your neck as i sing softly to your 

ear 



D r a z: smiles seeing the girls   dancing in and out the lights  

dirtyrpgirl: grinding my crotch to yours as your hands grip my hiney 

scarlett2angel: rolls my hips archs so my hair falls down behind my shoulders slips my 

feet as my lovers tummy grinds against mine while we dance around 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm thank you draz.........................love that song 

D r a z:   smiles   think we all enjoyed that tue  

scarlett2angel: rocks my hips left right left and right shakes my head and squeezes dirtys 

thush more 

dirtyrpgirl: woooooooohooooooooooooooo jumps back bending at my hips,clapping my 

hands as i roll my booty 

dirtyrpgirl: dancing a little disco move...........................thrusting my hips in and out to 

yours 

scarlett2angel: staeps back smiles as dirty shows off her moves 

dirtyrpgirl: my titties jiggle in my tanktop,as i fling my hair, then spins around and falls 

back into your arms 

D r a z: pick up the pieces of that funk  

scarlett2angel: claps smiles and rolls my hips with hers as i look at her titties jiggle under 

her top 

dirtyrpgirl: kicking my right leg out as i steady myself on my left as it shuffles to the tune 

dirtyrpgirl: placing my left arm around scarletts neck as i shake and rub my hiney back to 

her, her breasts rubbing my upper back 

scarlett2angel: grips her hips with my fingertips rocks side to side and lets my right leg 

slide between hers as she moves side to side 

scarlett2angel: looks around what a show off my lover is 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm smiles as i grind my crotch to her 

leg,bouncing back and forth 

dirtyrpgirl: standng back up on both of my feet,lettng my hair hang to the dancefloor and 

i bend at my hips and smack my butt back to scarletts hips 

D r a z:   smiles watching the very limber dirty   

scarlett2angel: giggles bumps each of my hips against dirtys butt spins around snaps my 

fingers and groansss at the phone 

scarlett2angel: dances around dirtys froze body  

scarlett2angel: shimmys my shoulders as my hands run up and down her tummy to tease 

and keep her warm as my tits and tummy rub against her back 

dancing_n: i'm sure she'll love that when she gets back 

D r a z:   that  would do it for sure  

scarlett2angel: looks over her shoulder at the room brushs her hair aside with my chin 

nibbles on her ear as my fingers grip her thighs rolling my hips an makes hers move with 

me my lips tease her neck and shoulder 

D r a z: grins watching scarlett  dance with the  image of   dirty  in her  arms  

scarlett2angel: bends my knees presses my body to hers an rocks side to side as if she is 

sitting on my lap rocks my hips and winks at dancing as draz looks for more music 

dancing_n: -winks at scarlett and watches her please dirty's body without her presence- 

D r a z: shes a bad mama jama   



scarlett2angel: runs my hands up dirtys arms and drapes them over my shoulders as they 

fall down around my shoulders rocks my hips with the new beat making dirtys ass grind 

against my shorts as we dance as connected  

scarlett2angel: winks nips on dirtys ear as my hands cup her firm breasts under her top 

as i would mine  

dancing_n: -looks over my shoulder behind the bar to watch draz's reactions to scarlett's 

moves with dirty- 

scarlett2angel: rocks my head side to side thrusts my hips up and back letting dirtys body 

move with mine as i sway with the new tune 

D r a z: grins to watch  the  image in front of me ,.,.,.,.,.,.   scarlett could bring the dead 

back to life  

dancing_n: or she'd try really damn hard 

scarlett2angel: puurssssssss how soft dirtys boobs feel so dancing can hear as my fingers 

grip them more and nibbles on her neck while we dance more  

dancing_n: -smiles and decides to start walking very slowly toward scarlett and dirty so i 

can get a much closer view and listen, swaying enough so draz gets an additional thing to 

look at- 

scarlett2angel: rockin my hips in cirlces making hers mirror mine as my fingers open and 

close around her soft but firm breasts letting my tummy move against her ass as slide up 

and down some 

scarlett2angel: smiles at dancing winks an lets her see how firm dirtys tits are eachtime i 

open my fingers and cups them in my palms 

scarlett2angel: thrusts dirtys hips with mine at dancing sticks my tongue out and wiggles 

my nose at dancing to come closer 

dancing_n: -nods and bends forward at the waist, shaking my ass at those behind me 

while i notice what scarlett is showing me- 

scarlett2angel: shimmys my shoulders making dirty mirror my moves tugs her ear with 

my teeth smiles at dancing asd she gets into the beat  

scarlett2angel: licks my lips thrusts my hips slides my hands down to dirtys tummy then 

thighs bucks my hips so dirtys hips move up and back with me while dancing shows the 

room her moves 

D r a z: smiles lookng over at th e      way  dirty is made to move to the beat 

dancing_n: -leans in over dirty's shoulder and goes to and finds scarlett's lips, putting my 

hand on the back of her head and engaging in an energy filled kiss with dirty's head right 

next to me- 

scarlett2angel: tilts my head parts my lips and continues to rub against dirtys ass and 

back as dancing kisses me  

scarlett2angel: mmmmmmmmmmm loves dancing with dirty.... 

scarlett2angel: slips the tip of my tongue against dancing lips as she pulls me closer 

trapping dirty between us 

D r a z: winks at scarlett ....... 

dancing_n: -grinds my chest against dirty's back while i kiss scarlett.. i let my one free 

hand slide down along dirty's body to feel what scarlett has been showing me- 



scarlett2angel: wiggles against dirty and dancing as my arms wrap around them both 

moansss and squeezes what dancing was getting a good look at as we danced around her 

dancing_n: -smiles and wiggles as i continue the kiss.. sliding my tongue against 

scarlett's and tastes her and probably some of dirty- 

scarlett2angel: closes my eyes rolls my lower body against dirtys and softly whimpersss 

at dancings kiss 

D r a z:  wipes the bar watching the girls  ........     

dancing_n: -breaks from the kiss feeling some drool dribbling out of my mouth and onto 

my chin, wiping it away and licking it with my finger- 

scarlett2angel: opens my eyes smiles sucks on my tongue tasting dancing on it steps 

back with dirty resting against me  

dancing_n: -wanders over to the bar and leans over, putting my right hand behind Draz's 

neck and pulls him forward and kisses him deeply, letting him get a taste of all three of 

us women- 

D r a z:  smiles as i taste the women  

 

dancing_n: -whispers into his ear as i break from the kiss- 

scarlett2angel: picks dirty up in my arms carrys her to a recliner kisses her and lays her 

down in it 

 

 

b ettena 

b ettena: finishes behind the bar and looks around, eyes the dance area 

D r a z:  smiles as bettena looks to the stage  

b ettena: eyes moving back and forth between the regular stages and the cages 

RocketManFL: watchign as B eyes dance areas 

touchdown366: sees and waits to see her choice 

b ettena: steps over to the dance area, and steps onto a regular stage, moves to the pole, and grips 

it and does a slight sway of the hips 

touchdown366: watches as sways on the pole 

RocketManFL: << takes a seat at the stage edge 

D r a z:  smiles as i watch bettena loop around the pole  

b ettena: steps off the stage and moves to a cage, steps out of the heels, and into the cage, grabs a 

pair of bars and starts another sway of the hips 

touchdown366: mmmmmmmmm better choice smiles 

b ettena: winks to Rocket and does a little dip and sways as I rise back up 

D r a z:   smiles watching  those hips sway   and dip  to the beat ,,,,,,   

RocketManFL: winks back as i enjoy the initial sway n dip 

b ettena: steps from the cage and centers myself between the two, continues the little sway 

knowing the eyes are burning as the rolling hips and swaying butt get watched 

Master_joe: yess watching closely 



b ettena: looks over a shoulder, points to the regular stage, wondering what the reaction will be..... 

RocketManFL: chuckles as B teases with her changing stage choice 

D r a z:      grins watching all of bettena moving in time with the beat  

b ettena: looks over the other shoulder, points to the cage, having a good idea of what the reaction 

will be..... 

Master_joe:    

D r a z: yells ,,,,,,,,,,,,OH YEAH  

b ettena: smiles.... 

RocketManFL: claps enthusiasticlly 

b ettena: steeps into the cage, starts the sway again and pulls a little on the bottom of the toga 

outfit, raising it a little 

D r a z: smiles seeing  the thighs exposed  

Gabriela92: wooooo, B Ettena!!!! 

b ettena: tugs a little higher and the white lace of the stockings begins to show 

touchdown366: hello bee 

RocketManFL: mmmm great view B 

Master_joe: mmm sexy 

b ettena: spins on the heels and starts the sway, rocking the hips to the tune, tossing the hair back 

to one side 

Gabriela92: higher, higher! 

b ettena: spins and extends a leg, points the foot, tugs the toga higher and higher, showing off the 

entire leg 

Bee_passionately_blue: hi td  

RocketManFL: woo hoo B, such sexy legs 

b ettena: starts a new sway to the tune, keeps a hold of the bottom of the toga and raises it 

teasingly slow up both legs 

b ettena: spins around and keeps raising, the bottom half of the butt pretty well on display 

b ettena: sways slowly and raises a little more, looks over the shoulder and smiles 

D r a z:    shes fine ...........  smiling see the firm   butt  cheeks  

RocketManFL: mm and what a pretty butt it is 

Master_joe: getting dizzy 

Gabriela92: mmmm, perfection in curvature. 

Al_dente_: Looks at the sexy sight in the cage....  looks at my watch.....   Dammm... I'll 

just have to imagine as I'm driving and try to stay on the road... 

b ettena: tugs a little more....virtually the entire butt now on display, and the hips continue the 

sway, and then a little dip and raising up 

D r a z: smiles as we see that  hot butt     move to  the beat       

b ettena: spins and lets go, steps to front of the cage and hooks a stockinged leg around the bar 

and slowly dips and raises 

Master_joe: mmm  

b ettena: tugs the toga bottom up again, inch by inch up the legs while continuing the slow rock of 

the hips 

RocketManFL: whistles @ B's moves and beauty 



Gabriela92: those buns look like two perfect little canteloupes merged together...mmmm 

D r a z: such a seductive mover  

b ettena: tosses the hair back, tugs a little more.....the white lace once more on display 

RocketManFL: nice ripe canteloupes, mmmm 

D r a z: woo  eee ,....oh lord ,,,,,,shes fine  

b ettena: spins and backs to the bars, rolls the butt left and right, barely touching the cold iron  

Gabriela92: too bad we can't squeeze them to check the ripe firmness, huh, Rocket? 

b ettena: tugs the toga bottom again and leans over, wiggles the butt to finish the tune 

Master_joe: wiggle wiggle wiggle 

RocketManFL: just what i was thinking Gabri 

b ettena: spins to grab the bars, a slow dip to my knees and swaying slowly, raising again 

Gabriela92: wonderful tune for a seductive dance 

D r a z: grins to seee  thefirm cheeks  framing   heaven  

b ettena: reaches inside the toga top, tugs and pulls the top free, tosses it aside 

RocketManFL: woo hoo B 

b ettena: spins and continues the very slow sway and roll of the hips 

D r a z:   grins to watch  the  top   fly away    

b ettena: runs the hands through the hair, holds it and lets it fall down my back 

RocketManFL: daaaaauuum 

RocketManFL: so seductive 

b ettena: spins around and brings my hair around in front, lets it drape over my breasts, half of the 

hair covers each breast 

RocketManFL: mmmmm barely enough hair, thankfully 

b ettena: the harden nipples peek through the hair...and with a smile I keep the slow roll of the hips 

going 

b ettena: moves to the front of the cage, positions my breasts between the bars and continues the 

sway 

b ettena: drops the head back, runs a hand up the stockinged leg 

Master_joe: mmm love teh bar in the middle 

RocketManFL: damn lucky bars 

b ettena: hooks the bar with the leg and runs the hand again up and down the silk stocking 

D r a z: grins   watching bettena   as she moves eroticaly to the   music  

b ettena: lowers the leg, continues the sway, both hands run up my body, down my sides 

RocketManFL: spies a hint of triangle material covering lucious sex 

b ettena: steps back and tosses the hair back to one side....the upturned breasts proudly on display 

RocketManFL: < proudly wacthes display 

b ettena: dips and slowly raises, the very deliberate roll of my hips and my hands slide up the hips 

and down my legs 

Gabriela92: what an incredible body she has, doesn't she, guys? 

RocketManFL: mmmmmmm 

RocketManFL: imagines its my hands glising over B's wonderful soft skin 

b ettena: moves to the front of the cage, centers my body between two bars and runs a hand 

between my legs 

D r a z: perfection ,gabri  



b ettena: the head falls back, the glossed lips go into a pouty O shape and a little moan comes out 

Master_joe: amazing 

b ettena: rocking to the bars, the hand slowly moves 

RocketManFL: mmmmmmmmmmm 

RocketManFL: wonderful B 

b ettena: up my body, cups a breast and squeezes, then I toy a little with the nipple 

b ettena: spins around bends over a little, runs the hands up the legs and under the toga bottom, 

gives my butt a little smack upon each sidee 

D r a z: smiles seeing the red hand prints  

RocketManFL: hears the crack form the slap, smiles 

b ettena: lifts the toga bottom and rests it on the small of my back, circles over each cheek again 

and gives another little smack 

Master_joe: oo spanks 

RocketManFL: claps loudly  

b ettena: sways the hips, rocks a ilttle faster and holds as the tune ends 

Gabriela92: mmmmm, now HERE is a dancing song!!! 

b ettena: with the new tune starting I stand and spin, back to the far side of the cage 

RocketManFL: good pounding beat 

b ettena: does the strut, snaps the hips off, and gets a very naughty look on my face 

b ettena: presses to the bars and grinds on them, head falls back again 

D r a z: smiles at the impish , seductress  

RocketManFL: returnd B's look with a devilish look 

Master_joe: very hot 

b ettena: rocks against them and runs the hand up and down a leg 

b ettena: steps back and slowly raises the toga bottom, showing all the lace of the stocking tops 

plus the suspenders of the belt 

matth4595: helo 

b ettena: reaches inside, tugs and snaps away the toga bottom..... 

RocketManFL: mmmmmmmmmm so seductive what a tease 

Master_joe: yessss 

b ettena: spins and rocks the hips, snaps them off with another toss of the hair 

b ettena: spins again, a very small patch of white covering the sex with the rest of the attire in full 

view 

RocketManFL: ty Gabri, gettng harder to type 

b ettena: steps to the front, hooks a leg around the bar and grinds onto another barr 

b ettena: with a change of beat and tune, steps back, hair in the hands as I raise it and slowly sway 

and rock the hips 

Master_joe: rock em b! 

b ettena: steps slowly to the front of the cage and waits, then lets the hair fall and continues the 

rock of the hips 

Gabriela92: I just hope "Centex" didn't mean "Central Texas" because that's a poor 

representation. 

D r a z: grins to see the whole of bettena move to the beat    .......... those  hips  hypnotic  



b ettena: tosses it back over the other side, and drops to the knees, spins around and extends the 

left leg 

RocketManFL: wow great moves B 

b ettena: loosens the tabs from the left stocking and points the leg out, runs a hand up and down 

over the silk 

b ettena: the right leg is extended....the tabs loosened, and again the leg gets a hand moving over it 

RocketManFL: mmmmmmmmmm 

b ettena: spins around to my knees and sways, then rises, reaches back and loosens the suspender 

belt and twirls it 

D r a z: smiles watching  the hands     ,,,,, and up  the thighs  

Gabriela92: I've got to get some new stockings, I'm thinking; LOL 

Master_joe: so sexy..   

b ettena: lets it fly, the stockings staying in place....and only the small little white covering and the 

stockings and heels left 

RocketManFL: mmm yours are fine Gabri 

RocketManFL: (as are your legs) 

b ettena: kicks the left heel off, then the right.... 

touchdown366: different colors gabi 

Bee_passionately_blue: Do you actually garters and stockings, gabi?  

b ettena: moves to the front of the cage, pauses 

Bee_passionately_blue: wear ^  

b ettena: starts another roll of the hips to the new tune 

Gabriela92: No, I don't have any garters, Bee... but I've got several pairs of stay-ups. 

b ettena: grabs the bars with both hands and dips and slowly raises, making sure to really snap off 

the hips 

Master_joe: sexy moves   

D r a z:  watches as  bettena moves her  hips  to  the  beat  

RocketManFL: oh lordie, sooooooooooooooo hot 

b ettena: runs a hand up the right leg, then the left hand moves up the left leg and up my body 

b ettena: reaches for the waistband of the covering and rolls it a little down 

b ettena: pauses, looks out, smiles and spins around and rolls it a little further down the hips and 

looks back with a slow sway of the butt 

RocketManFL: unconsciencously licks lips as B begins to expose herself 

D r a z: grins watching   the  fingers do the work  

b ettena: raises and steps to the front of the cage, hooks the left leg this time around a bar and 

leans back, gives the breasts a good jigglee 

Bee_passionately_blue: wow gabi - they look wonderful and I can imagine how they 

would highlight the curves of your legs. Thank you for the insight.  

Master_joe: jiggle jiggle jiggle 

D r a z:    grins to see bettena   thrust and jiggle  to  the heavy beat  

b ettena: continues the sway of the shoulders and upper body, raises up and dips again and slowly 

raises while rocking the hips left and right 

Gabriela92: yw, Bee... I like the way B Ettena works the stockings with the garters, 

though. 



RocketManFL: wow great visualization of the beat 

b ettena: grabs the bars again and continues the snap of the hips each way 

RocketManFL: smiles broadly at B, winks 

b ettena: tosses the hair back, runs the hands down my body to the partially rolled down waistband 

of the tiny covering 

D r a z: grins watching  the hips that  holdsomuch  promise  

b ettena: rolls a little more.... 

b ettena: and a little more.... 

RocketManFL: mmm more is soooo goood 

b ettena: blushes and drops a hand in front and places the other over my mouth in mock 

embarrassment 

RocketManFL: watching it al lhang out, mmmmmmmm 

D r a z: slaps my ha d on the bar as the  waitband slips down  

b ettena: looks left.... 

b ettena: looks right.... 

Bee_passionately_blue: yes - she wears them beautifully and I can appreciate how the 

men seem to be giving her as many compliments as you are.  

b ettena: looks up, just in case.... 

Gabriela92: I want to know what B Ettena does to keep that tummy so taut and flat! 

b ettena: and then snaps the cover off and drops it to the cage floor 

Gabriela92: << jealous <winks> 

RocketManFL: claps, mmmmmmmmmm beautiful 

b ettena: spins and rolls the hips and snaps them off left and right 

D r a z: grins as the triangle hits the deck and eyes walk up those  legs  

b ettena: spins slowly around, and finally faces the audience...the white stockings the only article of 

clothing left on me 

RocketManFL: mm leading the path to heaven 

Gabriela92: mmmm... fabulous, B. 

b ettena: moves to the front of the cage, grabs the bars and centers myself between them and 

rocks and rolls the hips 

Master_joe: oo nice 

b ettena: pumps the hips back and forth in a mock sexual move 

D r a z: smiles as bettena  rocks and rollls against the bars  

RocketManFL: gets lost in thoughts of rocking an rolling B 

Master_joe: mock? 

b ettena: drops a hand for moment....looks left and right.... 

Gabriela92: can only imagine what's going through the guys' minds as they see B move 

like that. 

b ettena: the hand slides on slowly rocks back and forth 

b ettena: the head falls back, the hair gets tossed side to side while I grind on my hand 

D r a z: one wild woman .caged  

Master_joe: oo you know Gabby!! 

RocketManFL: mm indeed B is 

b ettena: pauses....pulls the hand away, spins and drops to the cage floor 



Gabriela92: I know intellectually, Joe... but can't relate directly to the physical response. 

b ettena: rises and holds the bars, resumes the slow sway and rock of the hips 

Master_joe: mmm  

RocketManFL: she is a woman !!!!!! 

b ettena: spins and back to the bars, resumes the roll and snap of the hips and brushes against the 

bars 

RocketManFL: a sexy sensual woman!!!!!! 

D r a z: shes a woman ,,,,,,,,,,,,,shes a ball of fire  

b ettena: steps to the center and spins and drops to the knee 

b ettena: spins a leg around and runs the hand up and down the stocking 

Master_joe: wow 

b ettena: slowly rolls it down a little and looks out, gives the inquisitive look of how far I should go 

RocketManFL: workign very hard not to reach out and break the rules 

b ettena: rolls it to the knee, then spins the other leg around and rolls the stocking to the knee 

D r a z: thats why the cage is there 

b ettena: drops to my butt and scissor kicks the legs 

RocketManFL: it has no chance Draz is self constrant were to fail lol 

b ettena: drops the head back, pushes the breasts out, and tosses the head side to side for the 

blonde locks to fly 

Master_joe: i think the cage is to keep US out  lol 

RocketManFL: mmmmm love those fling flocks 

b ettena: spins back to one knee and rolls the left stocking down and off, lets it drop to the floor 

RocketManFL: wow what moves 

RocketManFL: so smooth 

b ettena: rolls the right one off and holds it, runs it between my legs and glides on it and stops 

RocketManFL: so balanced 

b ettena: lets it fall from me and again I step to the front of the cage, grab the bars and again 

center myself and continue the sway and roll 

b ettena: tosses the hair once more 

b ettena: drops to the floor as the tune ends 

b ettena: arms raised.... 

b ettena: lowers the head, then raises it and smiles 

Master_joe:    

Master_joe: wow 

RocketManFL: claps loudly for B woo hooo 

Master_joe:    

D r a z: smiles as bettena  drops    to the floor   ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.BRAVO BRAVO 

D r a z: woo  hoo  

b ettena: rises and takes a bow, smiles and gives a wave to the audience in appreciation 

RocketManFL: broad smile and winks at B, mouths "thank you" 

D r a z: walks over to the cage and holds out a robe to step into   

Gabriela92: Fabulous, fantastic, amazing, B. 



b ettena: smiles again to everyone and waves while stepping from the cage , turns to let Draz put 

the robe on 

D r a z:  great dance  bettena   

b ettena: thank you everyone, it was a lot of fun  

RocketManFL: sure was B 

Master_joe: wow  applauds as she exits cage 

D r a z:   slips the robe around bettena and ties  the belt   

RocketManFL: claps again whistles 

Gabriela92: I bet it was, B! <winks and blows a kiss her way> 

b ettena: ties the belt and makes my way to the bar and settles upon a barstool 

b ettena: blows a kiss back to Gabriela in appreciation 

D r a z:  and slides he slowly  down   to the floor  aand kisses her cheek ,perfect bettena  

Bee_passionately_blue: congratulations ettena, you raised the roof  

b ettena: thank you again everyone 

D r a z:  walks back to the bar ,,,,,, what can i get  you to drink bettena ? 

b ettena: that gets the New Year off to a rocking start 

RocketManFL: on me Draz 

b ettena: v and t, double lime wedge please 

D r a z: on its way 

b ettena: runs the hands through the hair and lets the hair fall outside of the robe and takes a 

couple deep breaths 

Master_joe:    

D r a z: pours a good measure of Absolut vodka in a glass of ice cubes , tops with tonic 

waterand adds two lime wedges  and slides the V and T  accross to bettena  on a LAB 

coaster *winks  

D r a z: tills the bills from rocket 

RocketManFL: hands Draz payment with generous tip 

Master_joe: I breathe again too 

b ettena: thank you Draz, and thank you Rocket 

RocketManFL: my pleasure B 

D r a z: great dancing bettena  .....   you sure earned that drink 

RocketManFL: and the ones to follwo 

RocketManFL: follow 

b ettena: It has been far too long since I have been on stage or in the cage 

D r a z: it has ....we have missed it 

RocketManFL: but so well worth the wait 

 

 

b ettena: walks around, moves to a dance stage and steps onto it, sips and sways a little 

to the music 

D r a z:  smiles watching bettena as she step and sways on the stage  



b ettena: rests back to the pole, continues the sway and has another sip of the drink 

touchdown366: watches from afar 

daven14578: moves to take seat near stage 

D r a z:  turns the lights on the stage  to dim apart  fromthe spotlight on bettena  

b ettena: finishes the drink, tips the glass over and lets the last drip slowly into my mouth 

b ettena: holds the glass in both hands, runs the tip of the tongue around the edge 

touchdown366: looks sooooooooooo sexy as she does 

b ettena: sets the glass off to the side and rests back against the pole and continues the 

slow sway 

touchdown366: watches the slow sway 

D r a z:    those hips move so sensually    

b ettena: spins on the heels and grabs the bar and sways again, lowers the hips very 

slowly and raises equally slow up 

touchdown366: eyes follow her hot moves 

D r a z:  smiles  as   the dress rides up and down the  thighs    

b ettena: tugs the hem of the dress and raises it slowly up the left, then the right, and 

spins to continue the very slow sway of the hips 

touchdown366: love the way her hips move as she sways 

Gabriela92: mmm.... those sweet, long, supple, tasty legs of hers.... 

D r a z: there we go ,,,,,,, such a hot delight    

daven14578: smiles up at b ettena as she sways 

b ettena: spins around and lets the skirt fall, tugs the sweater top slowly up the body 

touchdown366: smiles at gabi's comment 

touchdown366: such a nice outfit as she spins 

b ettena: rests on the pole again, kicks the heels to the side and works the top to the 

bottom of the breasts 

D r a z: eyes follow the prgress  of the sweatet an the sight of the swell of breasts  

touchdown366: sees the heels being kicked 

b ettena: shuffles slowly on the stockinged feet and tugs the sweater top half way up the 

breasts 

daven14578: mmm winks, enjoys the tease 

touchdown366: lovely mid drift smiles 

b ettena: lets the top rest on the breasts, works the skirt down a couple inches and lets it 

ride on the hips 

b ettena: rests backs to the pole, one hand moving on the stomach, the other on a leg 

touchdown366: watches as she moves so gracefully 

b ettena: the eyes close, the head rocks slowly side to side in tandem with the movment 

of my hands 

touchdown366: head moves with her  

b ettena: a hand runs over the breasts, down the stomach and into the skirt 

D r a z: watches  the  hands and  leans forwardto see more 

touchdown366: smiles as she does loving her hand work 

b ettena: sways a little faster, pulls the hand from the skirt and both hands run over my 

breasts while the hips sway a little faster 



daven14578: mmmmmm quietly wishes those were my hands 

touchdown366: ohhhhhh what a beautiful sight as she does 

b ettena: looks to the audience, a little coy smile crosses my face,and with a tug, the top 

is pulled off, dangled, and dropped to the stage 

D r a z: smiles  as thehips move   enticingly    

b ettena: the hands run down my sides up the stomach and again to my breasts 

touchdown366: sees it fall as she teases us with her moves 

b ettena: tosses the hair to one side, caresses the breasts and gives them a bit of a 

squeeze 

D r a z: watches the hands slide up and down  invitingly   

b ettena: the hands again work down my side, to the skirt, and it is tugged a little 

more...showing the top half of the silk panty 

touchdown366: such nice breast to squeeze indeed 

touchdown366: oh a lovely sight they are 

b ettena: spins to grab the pole, pushes the butt back and sways it, runs the hand over it 

touchdown366: eyes start to spin watching 

D r a z: the whole  look  of  a woman who knows how she affects  men ...  the  butt  

strokes  so sexy  

b ettena: tugs the skirt so it rests just under the butt and again sways and rocks the hips 

touchdown366: lovely butt as she rocks her hips 

b ettena: spins again and backs to the pole, hands circle on my stomach, hips swaying 

and rocking a little faster 

daven14578: mm drinks in the every sexier sights 

b ettena: hands on the skirt and with a snap it falls to the feet, and I step from it and kick 

it aside 

D r a z: the magnificent curves of  thebutt ,,    and the slowly    sliding skirt  , grabbing  

the attention  

b ettena: grabs the pole, dips and sways the hips, snaps them left, then right and raises 

slowly with the same rocking 

b ettena: runs a hand up the right stockinged leg, then on the left 

touchdown366: watches as she kicks it away seeing her grab the pole 

b ettena: tosses the hair, reaches to slide a strap of the bra off the near shoulder 

D r a z:   the  temperature certainly going up    

touchdown366: ohhhhhhhhhhhhh nice moves as i watch intently 

b ettena: slides the other off and sways again, makes sure the breasts jiggle 

touchdown366: turns up the ac 

daven14578: absentmindedly licks lips 

b ettena: leans forward and smiles, runs the hands up and over the breasts, jiggles them 

and stands, reaches back to loosen the bra 

touchdown366: eyes cant keep up as she does 

b ettena: slides it down the right arm, then the left 

b ettena: holds the arms down and it slides off to the floor 

touchdown366: slides closer to the stage 

b ettena: tosses the hair and backs to the pole, spins and rocks the butt against the pole 



b ettena: spins and drapes a leg around the pole 

touchdown366: wishing i were the pole now 

b ettena: holds with both hands and slides slowly up and down the pole 

D r a z: smies watching the free bbreasts  move       and jiggle  

b ettena: the head falls back, the mouth opens to a mock moan while sliding up and down 

b ettena: spins from the pole and sways to the center of the stage, drops to the knees 

and sways the upper body 

touchdown366: such a sexual creature working the pole 

D r a z: grins to  see the back arche as she slides up and down the pole  

b ettena: hands run from the stomach up to my breasts, caress them and toy with the 

nipples 

b ettena: slides around and lies back, raises a leg and the hand runs over slowly up and 

down 

touchdown366: oh as my mouth opens watching her do that 

D r a z: smiles as we see  the fingers on the  breasts  

daven14578: mmm sees her nipples get erect from her touch 

b ettena: both legs are exteneded, kicked and held as the music comes to an end.... 

b ettena: takes a moment to catch my breath, then spins around and gets onto the knees, 

sways to the new tune 

touchdown366: such long legs as she spins 

b ettena: runs a hand up each leg, over the midsection, then looks left.... 

b ettena: looks right.... 

D r a z:   watches  the sway    and stroke   

b ettena: the hand slips between my legs and lightly glides over the material 

Gabriela92: mmmm... not much between the hand and heaven, is there? 

b ettena: the head drops, the hand slowly glides, and I rock just a little onto my hand 

touchdown366: loving her hands move  

daven14578: close enought to see wetness on the silky material, looks into b ettena's 

eyes and smiles 

b ettena: squeezes the hand, pulls it away and again both hands run up the body, then 

spins as I stand and turn around, lean and sway the butt 

b ettena: circles the butt one way, the hand moves in a circle the opposite 

D r a z:   grins  to watch  the   hot butt sway to the beat  

touchdown366: mmmmmmmm sway the butt  

b ettena: then each cheek gets smacked, and rather loudly as well 

touchdown366: agrees with draz 

b ettena: does it again, spins and backs to the pole, presses the spine to it and glides up 

and down, opening the legs 

b ettena: pauses at the bottom, both hands glide along the inside of my legs 

b ettena: a finger tip trails around the material covering me, then lightly goes up and 

down 

touchdown366: eyes are locked on her every move 

D r a z: growls watching  the  sexy dancer's hands    



b ettena: the other hand cups a breast and as I slowly rock, both hands move in 

alternating fashion 

touchdown366: lovely breast as she rocks 

b ettena: slowly raises, brings the hands up the body and to the hair, grabs it and holds it 

while spinning and swaying again 

b ettena: lets the hair go and grabs the pole, slowly tugs a little on the panty, works it 

down the hip 

b ettena: looks around, tugs the left side down a little 

touchdown366: she sways so hot and sexy as the hair flys 

daven14578: oh myyyyyyyy 

b ettena: looks around again and runs a finger around the material 

b ettena: between the legs, and the head falls back, the other hand caresses a stockinged 

leg 

daven14578: suddenly its very warm in here 

touchdown366: sees the thin material as she caresses 

b ettena: backs to the bar, sways the butt onto the bar and rolls the panty down a little 

more...almost...almost.... 

daven14578: whistles n claps for b ettena 

D r a z:   grins to see  the   butt   roll against  the bar    

daven14578: smiles, eyes locked 

b ettena: stops....spins and presses to the pole and begins a slower rock of the hips 

touchdown366: standing ovation as she moves 

b ettena: tugs the panty down a bit more....until the butt is all but in view 

b ettena: smiles and continues the sway, a hand moving up and down my body, the head 

swaying to the tune 

touchdown366: waits for the rest as i watch and see her butt 

b ettena: tosses the hair back and spins, backs to the pole, sways and dips and slowly 

raises 

D r a z: grins  to see  the    buttcheeks    against  the  pole  asthehandsteease  

b ettena: hooks the panty and look left, then right 

touchdown366: mmmmmmmmmmmmmm hot indeed 

b ettena: looks at the audience and tugs down for a moment on the panty and quickly 

brings it up, looks all innocent like 

kristiann41: hi  

daven14578: winks at b etteba 

b ettena: spins and looks over the shoulder, continues the dips and sways and smacks 

the butt rather loudly 

touchdown366: looks so good as she gives us a tease 

D r a z: grins as we watch    the  great tease 

b ettena: spins back and rests to the pole, again slowly lowers, keeps the legs spread just 

enough 

b ettena: looks left 

b ettena: looks right 

touchdown366: eyes follow her eyes 



b ettena: tugs the panty down a little more, letting it rest on the thighs 

kristiann41: hi td  

b ettena: spins and raises up, grabs the pole and pushes the panty down to the knees and 

works the butt, swaying and rocking 

touchdown366: smiles as i see them on her thighs 

daven14578: mm marvelous ass 

D r a z: smiles to see the stretched pabric mid thigh   and slide down as she rocks  

b ettena: tosses the hair back, hooks a leg around the pole and glides up and 

down.....pauses as the tune ends, then drops to the floor 

b ettena: slowly stands, brings the panty back up and drops to the knees, lowers the 

head 

b ettena: but rubs one last time between the legs for good measure..... 

D r a z:  standsand applauds   ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.Bravo  Bravo   

b ettena: lifts the head and smiles.... 

touchdown366: watches as she works it 

daven14578: claps loudly enthusiastically 

D r a z: great dance bettena  

daven14578: woo hoo b ettena 

b ettena: stands, smiles to the audience and bows in appreciation 

daven14578: ty so sexy 

Gabriela92: fantastic, B Ettena!!!! woooo, hoooooo!!!!!!!!!!!! 

b ettena: bows again...smiles 

touchdown366: smiles at the hot sexy dancer 

b ettena: thank you everybody, thank you so much 

D r a z:  walks over with a big fluffy LAB robe      and holds it out for  bettena    to step 

into   

b ettena: steps to end of the stage, turns to have the robe slipped on 

b ettena: thank you Draz 

b ettena: gathers up the rest of the clothes and shoes, lays them aside 

D r a z: slides the robe on and wraps bettena in it and ties the belt   

daven14578: clapping still for the sexy dancer 

b ettena: runs the hands through the hair and gives it toss once more, then moves to the 

bar to take a seat 

D r a z:  wipes  the bar   ........winks at bettena ........another ? 

Gabriela92: her next one is on me, Draz! 

b ettena: lets go to the usual please 

touchdown366: lays a 20 on the bar 

daven14578: moves back to seat at the bar 

b ettena: adjusts the belt on the robe and takes a couple quick deep breaths 

D r a z: adds 2 measures of vodka ,  one of cointreau , one of  cranberry juice and a dash 

of lime to a  shaker over ice ,,, shakes and pours over ice into  a chilled martini glass and 

passes the cosmopolitan  over  to bettena  *winks 

touchdown366: awesome dance ettena 

b ettena: thank you Draz 
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kelli-: yeeee hawwwww 

kelli-: hugsssss kel .. then TD  

kelli-: spins.. does the two step across the floor 

kelli-: claps to the beat while I dance 

Kelleen: after the huggle kisses kelli's finger with a wink, taking kelli's hand two stepping  

touchdown366: watches both of you 

Kelleen: spinning kelli under my arm 

kelli-: gets into it 

kelli-: holds my arm HIGH!! LOL 

Kelleen: wiggles hands with kelli dacing  

kelli-: two steps with Kel around the room 

Kelleen: i think Kelli has some redneck souther girl in her giggles 

kelli-: I'm feeling good  

kelli-: even if it is almost 3 am 

Kelleen: smiles swaying  

Kelleen: sorry just a southern girl here 

Kelleen: Swaying to the man in black 

kelli-: giggles ..  

kelli-: down girl  

Kelleen: winks at Kelli swaying my tushy oh baby only you know how hot  

 

http://www.southernsistersdesigns.com/categories/Camouflage-Swimsuits-%7C-

Bikinis/?gclid=CIzWqpjjlMoCFcGRHwode0kHew 

kelli-: there ya go al  

Al_dente_: thanks....   good to know these things 

kelli-: no problem 

kelli-: http://www.southernsistersdesigns.com 

kelli-: that's easier  

kelli-: I'm surprised you don't know about southern sisters designs  

lidlknight: smiles, i am indeed listening close kelli, very enjoyable conversation  

kelli-: have you guys seen a dance in LAB? 

lidlknight: i did not kelli  



kelli-: I know Al has.. seen a few..  

slick50: nope 

Al_dente_: hmmmm ut huh...... 

Al_dente_: smiles 

kelli-: james ??  

kelli-: are you with us? 

james46_1: yep 

kelli-: you didn't answer 

kelli-: no double rooming  

slick50: never seen one myself 

kelli-: be with us or be not  

james46_1: ok 

kelli-: have you ever seen a dance in LAB? 

james46_1: no 

kelli-: what do you think Al? a few tunes for the boys? 

slick50: more than a few 

Al_dente_: lol... I'm sure they might be keen... 

lidlknight: just nods  

kelli-: I've got your outfit on that you gave me 

kelli-: http://www.yandy.com/Snap-Up-Top-and-Booty-Short-Set.php 

lidlknight: watches kelli  

kelli-: jumps up on the bar.. that's my outfit  

kelli-: rocks my body to the beat 

lidlknight: wow kelli, i get the snaps now al  

kelli-: slowly turns  

lidlknight: looks up to kelli dancing  

kelli-: works the beat  

Al_dente_: sexy huh?? 

kelli-: hands high  

kelli-: continues to turn  

Al_dente_: watches Kelli's body working inside the tight outfit 

lidlknight: very sexy  

lidlknight: she is hot  

kelli-: swings my hips in time to the beat 

lidlknight: watches smiling  

kelli-: works my body  

kelli-: wild dance 

Al_dente_: the thin material revealing her every delicious curve 

kelli-: hair flying 

lidlknight: it surel does al  

lidlknight: surely  

kelli-: leans back  

kelli-: air guitar 

kelli-: one leg high  



kelli-: leans forward 

lidlknight: catches her covered hips  

Al_dente_: eyes follow the tight calf muscles 

kelli-: shimmies  

kelli-: hands on hips  

lidlknight: licks my lips  

kelli-: leans forward 

kelli-: taps to to the beat  

lidlknight: well, he should have stayed to see the beauty god creates  

kelli-: spins 

kelli-: hands high over my head  

lidlknight: sits back looking up to her dancing  

Al_dente_: then we can watch the sexy dancer as we progress 

kelli-: does a crazy little dance 

lidlknight: watches smiling  

kelli-: did we lose james and slick ? 

james46_1: still here 

lidlknight: dunno, i am just watching you ;-)  

kelli-: moves to the edge of the bar infront of them  

kelli-: leans forward ..  

kelli-: works my shoulders to the beat  

kelli-: flips my hair back  

kelli-: fingers run through my hair  

kelli-: hips thrusting left left right right 

kelli-: then in circles 

lidlknight: who needs pole dancing when you can dance like this?  

Al_dente_: peeking inside the top as she leans forward 

kelli-: does the moon walk down the bar 

kelli-: shakes my ass at Al  

slick50: sorry..had to let Petunia out 

kelli-: works it 

lidlknight: thats a fine ass  

kelli-: HAHAHAHAHA @ Petunia 

Al_dente_: smiles at the ass shake 

slick50: c'mon..she's my english bulldog 

kelli-: struts up the bar to the new beat 

kelli-: stops infront of slick  

lidlknight: follows her moves smiling eyes wide open  

kelli-: toes the edge of the bar 

kelli-: shakes my body  

kelli-: slowly turns 

kelli-: shakes it 

kelli-: back to the boys 

slick50: damn girl..gettin me so hard i don't have enough skin left to close my eyes 



kelli-: feet apart  

lidlknight: adjusts my jeans creating more room  

kelli-: leans forward  

kelli-: flex my ass muscles to the rhythm 

lidlknight: looks in her top  

kelli-: arching my back  

kelli-: hips rotate ..  

kelli-: prance  

kelli-: flips my hair back  

kelli-: facing you 

kelli-: toes the edge  

Al_dente_: dammm... those snaps are still holding sooo well. 

kelli-: works my shoulders 

lidlknight: follows her hot legs up with mye eys  

kelli-: shaking it harder 

kelli-: hands move over my body 

Al_dente_: eyes follow the hands 

kelli-: hand fly up  

lidlknight: omg, you are an amazing dancer kelli  

kelli-: two steps down the bar  

kelli-: a bit of a skip  

kelli-: arm hooks the pole on the way past 

kelli-: flys around the pole 

lidlknight: smiles seeing the pole  

kelli-: flips up  

kelli-: legs wrap the pole above me 

kelli-: spins and twists  

kelli-: doubles up .. grabs the pole  

kelli-: legs fly out 

Al_dente_: eyes on those lgs... gripping the pole beteen them 

kelli-: Petunia had to pee again?? LOL 

lidlknight: damn kelli you can dance that pole as well  

kelli-: legs in a V with the pole between  

kelli-: wrap the pole and stop 

lidlknight: licks my lips unaware  

kelli-: cork screw down the pole  

Al_dente_: hmmmmm 

kelli-: stops just short of the floor 

Al_dente_: nice move! 

kelli-: hands high over my head  

kelli-: hips humping the pole  

kelli-: thrusting to the beat  

lidlknight: smiles, making more room in my jeans  

kelli-: legs around the pole.. hands slide down a little .. leans back humping the pole to 



the beat 

kelli-: hair hanging behind be 

kelli-: lets go of the pole leaning back  

kelli-: hands touch the floor  

kelli-: does a hand stand against the pole 

kelli-: flips over to my feet  

kelli-: shimmies to the beat  

lidlknight: wow  

kelli-: backs up against the pole 

kelli-: grinds my ass on the pole  

lidlknight: watches her amazing body  

Al_dente_: beautiful curves 

kelli-: reaching high  

kelli-: sways 

kelli-: stands  

james46_1: you dance very well kelli.i have to get ready for work. 

kelli-: snaps my fingers 

lidlknight: looks up smiling  

kelli-: bi bi james 

lidlknight: bye james  

lidlknight: back to bad odds again kelli lol  

kelli-: blows a kiss  

lidlknight: for me?  

kelli-: works the beat 

kelli-: spins 

kelli-: shakes my ass  

kelli-: hands move up my body 

lidlknight: those snaps are pretty strong ;-)  

kelli-: pops the top snap on my bra 

lidlknight: oh my  

kelli-: leans forward  

lidlknight: takes in the view  

kelli-: cups my chest  

kelli-: pushing up the lil boobs 

kelli-: pops the second snap 

kelli-: turns  

kelli-: shakes my ass 

lidlknight: keeps breathing  

kelli-: leans forward  

kelli-: the bra hangs down  

lidlknight: smiles looking at the bra  

kelli-: slips it off my shoulders .. flips it to the beat 

lidlknight: wow!  

kelli-: grabs the pole  



kelli-: sways my hips 

lidlknight: she is amazing beautiful al  

kelli-: slowly moves around the pole  

lidlknight: adjusts my own pole  

kelli-: hiding behind the pole 

kelli-: hands move up .. stretching my body  

kelli-: hips thrust my body against the pole 

lidlknight: watches her body  

kelli-: hands move down  

kelli-: moves out from behind the pole 

kelli-: sways ... feet apart hands on hips 

lidlknight: eyes locked on her  

kelli-: fingers move .. pointing toward the floor 

kelli-: to my hips 

kelli-: under the snaps 

kelli-: pop pop  

kelli-: pop pop 

lidlknight: closes my mouth  

kelli-: pop pop 

kelli-: bottoms drop to the floor 

lidlknight: leans forward  

kelli-: falls to my knees 

kelli-: leans back  

lidlknight: catches a glimpse of her sheer nude body  

kelli-: leans back farther 

kelli-: hips thrusting 

lidlknight: eyes look up her ope legs  

kelli-: head touches the stage 

kelli-: thrusting 

lidlknight: mein gott  

kelli-: collapse 

kelli-: pops up .. grabs my lil outfit 

lidlknight: applauds  

kelli-: moves down the back steps and grabs my robe 

lidlknight: whistles  

lidlknight: stands up  

kelli-: pulls the robe on .. thanks night 

lidlknight: that was an amazing dance kelli, thank you so much for dancing!  

kelli-: I think AL experienced .. dancus interruptus  

lidlknight: smiles  

lidlknight: well, i can only feel what i felt while watching  

lidlknight: you are an amazing dancer kelli, and you do dance the pole!  

 

 



kelli-: hops up on the bar  

kelli-: spins 

D r a z:  looks up at the bar ,,,,,,going to be hellova show  

kelli-: works my body to the beat  

Master_joe:    

kelli-: strutts over toward Joe 

suzanna ss: watches Kelli and has a flashback to about a week ago.... 

kelli-: works on a circle 

kelli-: smiles at suzanna 

D r a z:  winks at suzanna   

kelli-: hands high 

kelli-: claps to the beat  

Master_joe: mmm 

Master_joe: clapclap 

Harold_Rarius: smiles and sips his drink slowly ... 

Al_dente_: smiles as kelli works her body to the beat 

kelli-: leans back .. air guitar  

kelli-: one leg high  

kelli-: strutts  

kelli-: moving hard to the beat  

kelli-: working it 

D r a z: kelli 'sdress >>>> http://www.lovehoney.com/product.cfm?p=26344 

Master_joe: yess work it girl 

D r a z: hello garrett  

kelli-: waits for it 

garrett523: hey draz 

suzanna ss: checks the dress out and sees it is just right for Kelli 

D r a z: welcome to the House of Sin  

kelli-: stands at the edge of the bar  

kelli-: hands on hips 

garrett523: *smiles to kelli dancing* looking amazing! 

kelli-: rockin my head.. hair flying 

kelli-: steps to the arms of Garretts chair 

kelli-: rockin it 

Al_dente_: wathes kelli thru the gaps in hte sexy dress.... 

garrett523: *gives kelli a wink* hey there 

kelli-: winks back  

kelli-: thrusting left left right right 

Master_joe: its a holy dress 

garrett523: *my eyes watching her hips as they move* 

kelli-: leans down 

kelli-: shimmies hard 

D r a z: just a sexual  thing  



kelli-: shakes my ass 

garrett523: *whistles* very nice 

kelli-: moves my right leg .. touching garretts cheek  

kelli-: jumps back to the bar ..  

kelli-: prance down toward Draz 

garrett523: *my eyes following the curve of her leg* 

D r a z:  wild littel woman ....you can seee it in her eyes  

kelli-: leans down ..  

kelli-: shakes my finger at Draz 

kelli-: turns .. wiggles  

D r a z: smies as kelli leans down   and laffs 

D r a z:   shes wild  

kelli-: leans forward  

kelli-: shakin it  

kelli-: straightens up  

kelli-: looks back over my shoulder and winks 

D r a z:          winks back at kellli 

kelli-: prance down the bar  

kelli-: stops between suzanna and Gab 

Master_joe: mmm 

kelli-: hands high .. working to the beat 

suzanna ss: smiles and winks to Kelli as she moves, moves with her  

D r a z: smiles watching suzanna move to the beat  

kelli-: dancing with suzanna in her seat  

kelli-: me on the bar  

kelli-: slowly turning 

kelli-: moves to  profile.. slinky moves 

kelli-: hands move down my body 

puckhound3000: kelli sure can move 

garrett523: *smiles at the beauty on the bar... jealous of her hands* 

Al_dente_: sighs as the hands catess the body 

kelli-: hands move back up the front of my body 

Al_dente_: caress 

kelli-: leans forward  

kelli-: shimmie shake  

kelli-: moving in snakelike S moves forward and back  

kelli-: ending in a thrust  

kelli-: working the beat  

garrett523: *bites his lip as he watches her* 

Master_joe:    

kelli-: slowly turning  

D r a z: watching it all go down  

kelli-: working my ass to the rhythm 



kelli-: hands high  

kelli-: prancing down the bar  

kelli-: were she stops .. no one knows  

kelli-: smiles 

garrett523: *watches every move with a smile* 

Master_joe: mmm 

Master_joe: whois lucky next 

kelli-: slinky dance to the stage  

kelli-: holds the pole  

Alert: An admin left the room: Gabriela92 

kelli-: hands slip high  

D r a z: wicked walk to the pole  

Al_dente_: eyes follow kelli as she moves.... 

kelli-: body tight against the cold metal  

garrett523: I don't think I have ever wished to be a pole so mmuch in my life... 

kelli-: slowly works around the pole 

kelli-: back against the pole facing you 

kelli-: hands slip down  

Al_dente_: slides a change of nationality to garrett 

garrett523: *starts filling it out*... lol 

kelli-: I would rather French than be Polish .. giggles 

D r a z:  gives  garrett a polish plumbers plunger  

garrett523: I will remember that kelli  

kelli-: fingers slip around the hem  

kelli-: sways to the stripper beat 

kelli-: slowly slipping up the hem  

kelli-: grinding  

Al_dente_: shifts in my seat..... 

kelli-: pulls the dress up slowly  

D r a z:   watches the dress ride up 

garrett523: *my eyes stuck on the hem as it moves... smiling* 

kelli-: slowly slips it off over my head..  

kelli-: spins it around.. strutting to the slow grinding rhythm 

kelli-: flips it down and between my legs .. out the other side 

kelli-: spins it around .. lets it go 

kelli-: the tiny g string holding tight 

Master_joe: follows kelli 

garrett523: *leand back and watches kelli as she moves... loving every talented move she 

makes* 

kelli-: moves around back of the pole 

kelli-: hides .. and peeks out 

kelli-: legs wrap the pole .. hips thrusting 

kelli-: hands stretch up high  



D r a z: smiles  and watches the coy move   and then the grinding   hips  

kelli-: grind harder to the beat 

Al_dente_: smiles at the idea that Kelli thinks the pole hides her.... 

kelli-: moves to the front of the pole  

kelli-: backs up to it .. hands high over my head on the pole behind me 

kelli-: slinky moves up and down the  cold metal  

garrett523: *my eyes wander from her legs up to her arms... appreciating every inch 

inbetween 

suzanna ss: recalls Kelli's body on mine and the pole between us, and I start to sway and 

to rock on my barstool 

D r a z:  grins watching kelli as   archs to the pole  

kelli-: hands move under the band .. prying it off  

kelli-: drops to my knees  

kelli-: leaning back  

kelli-: leaning farther  

 
 
kelli-: slips the back pack onto it's shelf under the bar and returns to my seat  

kelli-: does a swaying two step type dance back around the bar to my chair  

D r a z: wb kelli  hugs  

kelli-: hugsssssssssss 

kelli-: spins.. flaring the robe  

scarlett2angel: archs my back slips under the water spins in a few circles letting my long 

legs kick behind me and maskes a small wave as i turn around and slowly floats back to 

the other end of the pool as the room full of men start whistling for Kelli 

D r a z: whistles    loking from kellui to scarlett 

touchdown366: watches kelli spin 

kelli-: works the robe back and forth as I move to the beat .. detouring around TD, cpt 

and bangs chairs  

touchdown366: sees her cumming our way and smiles 

cptfire35: thanks kelli..love your detours 

kelli-: leans forward .. wiggling my butt at the guys 

kelli-: winks @ Draz  

D r a z: winks back  

kelli-: this LAB robe is soooo nice .. sooo soft, mid thigh length and tied around the waist 

.. mmmmmm 

D r a z: smiles .......good and warm  

kelli-: hope the warmth spreads to everyone  

scarlett2angel: smiles at Kelli as i make waves with my feet....is so glad in the pool or i 

would burst out in flames as whats to come 

kelli-: facing the boys.. swaying.. hands slowly move high over my head 

cptfire35: the boys adore kelli 

kelli-: leans back .. thrusting .. working the rhythm 

touchdown366: watches her work the tune 



D r a z: whoa whoa   ..  

D r a z:  too much for bang it seems again  

touchdown366: lol 

kelli-: bang went boom ? 

scarlett2angel: he broke his bang stick 

kelli-: ouch !!!!!!!!!!! 

D r a z: not many bangs to  that  buck  

kelli-: a Minute Man for sure  

kelli-: I swear... I DIDN'T TOUCH HIM, OFFICER!! 

touchdown366: laffs 

kelli-: checks the white robe to be sure I didn't get anything on me 

cptfire35: you can do wonders kelli without touchin 

kelli-: LAFFS @ cpt 

scarlett2angel: you can cpt? 

scarlett2angel: thinks on that one 

cptfire35: she has an aura..thats enough 

scarlett2angel: i knew Kelli was that good but Dammmmmmm 

touchdown366: that is true cpt 

cptfire35: esp powers 

cptfire35: she can levitate across a room 

kelli-: power of suggestion  

scarlett2angel: not to make the room go nuts but i have seen her make many things grow 

without saying a word  

D r a z: laffs scarlett 

touchdown366: admits to that being true 

cptfire35: exactly 

cptfire35: see? 

kelli-: I didn't do anything 

cptfire35: in the old days..she'd be in a traveling circus 

kelli-: I doubt that 

cptfire35: good point kel..not classy enough...my bad 

kelli-: high class brothel maybe LOL 

touchdown366: very high class 

cptfire35: much better idea...and not maybe 

kelli-: taps toe .. picking up the beat  

touchdown366: watches the sexy kelli 

cptfire35: adores the sexy kelli 

touchdown366: waits to see what she does next 

kelli-: watches the guys watching me 

touchdown366: smiles at her 

kelli-: crosses my legs letting the robe fall over my thigh  

touchdown366: mmmmmmmm very sweet veiw i must say 

cptfire35: cant take our eyes off 

kelli-: stands .. moves slowly to the beat  



scarlett2angel: smiles as i look around ..kicks my feet flips over and moves from one end 

to the other making soft splashing sounds and lets the music fill the room 

touchdown366: eyes move slowly over her body as she sways 

kelli-: hands gesture .. moves down and out  

kelli-: turns .. leans back .. hair moving around as I spin  

touchdown366: follows her hands as she outlines her body 

kelli-: hands move high again  

kelli-: stops 

cptfire35: pretty little hands 

kelli-: sways .. moves to the beat .. hands outlining my body in the robe  

touchdown366: smiles as i like how short the robe is 

kelli-: moving back and forth causing the robe to swirl back and forth and flare  

cptfire35: hands barely cover those little gems 

touchdown366: watches as it goes higher revealing more of her flesh 

kelli-: spins causing the robe to flair high on my thighs  

scarlett2angel: grips the side of the pool kicks my feet up under me an smiles as i look up 

at Kelli letting my body bob up and down in the water 

D r a z: watches fromthe bar  

touchdown366: see the light reflecting on her thighs 

kelli-: smiles over at scarlett  

kelli-: slips up onto the bar  

touchdown366: mover closer 

kelli-: slowly moves down the bar  

scarlett2angel: smiles tilts my head back shoots water up into the air from my lips letting 

it spalsh on my face as the song slows  

kelli-: sloowww prance  

touchdown366: eyes follow her every srep 

cptfire35: enjoyin the girls enjoyin 

kelli-: stops infront of Draz ..  

kelli-: slowly sways  

D r a z: turns the lights down apart from the black light ,,,,,,,, that shows up the white  

kelli-: feet apart  

D r a z:     looks up at the swaying kelli     

kelli-: hands move to my hips  

kelli-: swirls the robe 

D r a z: taps  my fingers on the bar  

touchdown366: mmmmmmmmmmmm watching the hips 

scarlett2angel: whistlessssssssss grips the pool and pushs up letting water run down my 

chest and makes a splash as i slip back down  

kelli-: slips my fingers through the robe belt  

D r a z: watches the nimble figers  undo the belt  

touchdown366: sees the finger slip on to the belt 

kelli-: pulls it loose but keeps the robe closed  

kelli-: works in a circle  



touchdown366: has my attention as she does 

kelli-: slips the robe off my shoulders  

scarlett2angel: smiles ..winks as the guys can't take there eyes off the robe lol 

kelli-: winks @ Draz over my shoulder  

touchdown366: mmmmm such sexy shoulders 

kelli-: picks up the steady beat 

D r a z: winks back at  kelli  

kelli-: works my hips left left right right 

kelli-: spins.. flaring the robe .. hair flys  

touchdown366: eyes working overtime 

scarlett2angel: good evening cars 

kelli-: leans forward  

kelli-: shimmies to the beat  

Cars_75: good evening to you, scarlett 

kelli-: slow walk down the bar  

kelli-: spins 

touchdown366: work that beat kelli 

kelli-: back to the boys 

D r a z: smiles watching the robe  opening   as  kelli walks along rthe bar  

scarlett2angel: pushs off the side of the pool cups my breasts in both hands and kicks off 

to float around the pool while the sexy dancer teases the men  

Cars_75: hmm, looks like I came in just in time. ....takes a seat and leans back, watching 

kelli-: leans forward moving my ass to the beat  

cptfire35: fantastic ass 

touchdown366: sexy ass indeed 

kelli-: lets the robe slip down my back  

touchdown366: mmmmmmmmmmmmmm yesssssssssss 

kelli-: slips one arms out of the robe .. swirls it around and around  

kelli-: finally letting you see what I'm wearing under it 

touchdown366: thats it  

kelli-: http://www.yandy.com/Two-Piece-Thong-Bikini.php 

kelli-: tosses the robe to Draz  

touchdown366: loves the choice 

D r a z: catches the robe looking up at the bikini  

kelli-: works my body to the beat  

kelli-: hands on my body 

touchdown366: wishing it were my hands 

kelli-: slinky S moves to the beat  

Cars_75: oh my.... almost chokes on my coffee 

kelli-: works over to the edge of the bar  

cptfire35: that thong is perfect for you kelli 

touchdown366: moves with her 

kelli-: steps over to the arms of cars chair  

kelli-: one foot on each arm rest  



scarlett2angel: whistlesss at Kelli as i float around in the center of the pool 

scarlett2angel: give them hell 

Cars_75: looks up at the lovely dancer, holding my breath for a brief moment... 

kelli-: leans forward .. bending my knees .. shimmies  

kelli-: wiggles and jiggles  

touchdown366: takes it all in 

kelli-: straightens up .. thrusting left left right right 

Alert: An admin left the room: Lady Anns 

kelli-: hand on hips  

cptfire35: a womans body for sure..wow 

kelli-: other hand pushing my hair back  

touchdown366: work those hips plese  

Cars_75: thinks to self,  what a sight to wake up to... 

kelli-: leans back  

kelli-: works my hips in a circle 

kelli-: smiles down at cars as I jump back to the bar  

kelli-: slowly moves down infront of cpt  

cptfire35: in my dreams 

Cars_75: wipes off a bit of sweat of my forehead, a big grin on my lips as she jumps back 

to the bar... 

kelli-: moves in a slow circle to profile 

cptfire35: a very tight circle 

kelli-: both hands in my hair .. pushing it back  

kelli-: leans back ..  

kelli-: hips circle  

kelli-: slowly turns .. back to you 

kelli-: feet apart  

kelli-: arching back  

kelli-: flexing ass muscles to the beat  

cptfire35: great gifts come in small packages 

kelli-: something like that  

cptfire35: and what a package 

kelli-: the thong not offering much coverage  

cptfire35: that body shouldnt be covered 

kelli-: leans back  

kelli-: spins.. hair flies 

kelli-: flying out  

cptfire35: sweat coverin the room..better than a steam bath 

kelli-: drops to my knees  

Cars_75: follows her every movement with my eyes, trying to capture the moment... 

kelli-: crawls a short distance up the bar  

kelli-: cat like crawl .. narrow eyes 

kelli-: purrrrrrrsss as I lay out  

D r a z:   watches as kelli crawls    and lays down  



scarlett2angel: sucks my bottom lip slips out of the pool and leaves small wet footprints 

as i move to the stairs winks what a sexy purrrrrrrr she has guys behave now.... 

cptfire35: the purring is makin my hair stand on end 

Cars_75: such a sexy feline shape.... 

kelli-: face toward the boys .. hips slowly moving against the fine polished wood  

kelli-: slowly thrusting  

Cars_75: looks at scarlett and grins at she moves to the stairs..  

kelli-: nearly totally exposed ass flexing as I slowly thrust and grind 

scarlett2angel: blows a Kiss at the crawling cat ..skips up the stairs two at a time to my 

door opens it and slips in to change clothes 

kelli-: slow roll onto my back .. thrusting  

kelli-: feet and shoulders on the bar .. hips thrusting high  

Cars_75: shifts slightly in my seat, adjusting my position. eyes on kelli..... 

kelli-: lays out on my back, pulls my legs high .. rolls over my back onto my feet  

kelli-: strutts down the bar  

cptfire35: very agile like a gymnast 

D r a z: watching  from the side        as kelli struts 

kelli-: grabs the pole .. leans forward, back straight .. pushing hard against the pole 

kelli-: legs twist around the pole .. hands slide up 

kelli-: peeks out from behind the pole, winks as my body stretches high .. hands high 

kelli-: hands release 

kelli-: leans back  

scarlett2angel: whistlessssssssssssss tuneeeeeeeeee  

cptfire35: tens for an allaround exercise 

kelli-: hands release the ties on the bikini bra 

D r a z:  watchs the   slim body         move around  

kelli-: works around the pole topless  

Cars_75: kelli knows how to tease... so sexy...! 

kelli-: back to you..  hands move down my body  

kelli-: slip the ties on the sides of my hips off until the bikini bottoms fall  

cptfire35: omg...body was meant to be naked 

kelli-: spins on the pole  

D r a z:        smies up at kelli   as the bikini falls away  

kelli-: over backward to my knees  

kelli-: leans back  

kelli-: hips thrusting to the beat 

kelli-: leans farther back  

kelli-: head touching the stage 

cptfire35: would win any limbo contest 

kelli-: thrusting  

kelli-: working it 

kelli-: collapse 

D r a z: stands and applauds ,,,,,,,great dance kel;li 

Cars_75: applauds for kelli.... whew!! that was amazing 



cptfire35: bravo 

kelli-: thank you guys  

kelli-: stands .. picking up my bikini 

D r a z: walks over  to  kelli with a LAB robe and   holds it out for  kelli to walk into inn 

kelli-: backs into the robe slipping my arms in  

D r a z:   wraps it round kelli and  ties the belt  

cptfire35: my nite is made 

kelli-: leans back and looks up .. thank you Draz .. smiles 

D r a z: smiles my pleasure  ,.,,,,,   hope that now keeps  you warm  

Cars_75: thank you kelli....! perfect start into the day 

kelli-: glad you liked it cars 

kelli-: thanx cpt 

cptfire35: very welcome kelli... 

Cars_75: nods and smiles... liked it a lot 

 
 
kelli-: sings along with the MJ tune 

kelli-: quietly .. so everyone doesn't leave 

kelli-: watching Draz  

kelli-: spins .. flares the robe .. dancing behind joe 

Master_joe: mmm 

Master_joe: turns around to watch 

kelli-: left toe out . .. back .. right toe out... back .. rinse and repeat  

cptfire35: just watchin kelli draz..takes my breath away 

kelli-: works my way over to cpt 

kelli-: spins.. turns my back .. wiggles 

kelli-: works my ass to the song 

sweet nicole: watching Kelli work her ass! giggles 

cptfire35: awesome ass 

kelli-: looks over my shoulder and winks 

kelli-: does a little MJ dance  

kelli-: hops up on the bar  

kelli-: swishes the robe back and forth  

kelli-: lets it ride high on my thighs 

Master_joe: mm yess 

cptfire35: might bring mj back to life with those movements 

Master_joe: lol 

kelli-: hands high making the robe rise  

kelli-: snaps my fingers as my body works the beat  

kelli-: spins flaring the robe high exposing ... http://www.yandy.com/Wet-Look-Micro-

Thong-1075.php 

Master_joe: mmmlove it 

kelli-: working the new beat  

sweet nicole: brb 



cptfire35: i love kelli exposed 

kelli-: prancing dance down to Draz  

kelli-: works in a circle  

D r a z: winks at kelli  

kelli-: winks back.. licking my lips  

kelli-: leans down .. blows a kiss 

D r a z: catches the kiss and puts in my   pocket  

kelli-: unties the robe .. flips it off  

kelli-: http://www.target.com/p/women-s-molded-cup-twist-bandeau-bikini-top-

mossimo/-/A-14780925#prodSlot=_1_15     on top 

Master_joe: mm yess 

Master_joe: oo nice 

kelli-: spins.. give a good view to everyone 

Master_joe: love the view 

kelli-: hands high ... working my body to the beat 

kelli-: stretching out .. working it 

cptfire35: great view 

kelli-: slowly turns .. working my hips .. mostly exposed ass from the thong working the 

rhythm  

kelli-: prance down the bar  

kelli-: air guitar 

Master_joe: nice 

kelli-: leans back  

kelli-: one leg high  

kelli-: breaks into a wild dance 

kelli-: hair flying 

Master_joe: play it 

kelli-: moves in a circle 

kelli-: stops with my back to the boys 

Master_joe: mmm wb 

cptfire35: a whirling dirvish 

kelli-: leans forward.. legs parted .. works my ass 

kelli-: flexing my ass muscles to the beat  

kelli-: legs straight leans forward  

cptfire35: like tnt..small but explosive 

kelli-: hands move up my inner thighs 

kelli-: over my hips 

kelli-: up my body and high  

kelli-: spins.. breaks into an MJ dance  

kelli-: does the moon walk down the bar 

kelli-: stops infront of Joe 

Master_joe: mmm yess 

kelli-: works my body to the beat  

Master_joe: work it girl 



kelli-: leans forward .. shimmies  

kelli-: smiles and winks 

kelli-: licks my lips 

Master_joe: smiles back 

Master_joe: tkisses em 

kelli-: smiles at the boys 

kelli-: crazy lil country dance 

kelli-: shakin it for you  

kelli-: hands high  

kelli-: working my hips and ass 

kelli-: shakin it for you 

cptfire35: better than a calif earthquake 

kelli-: toes the edge of the bar  

kelli-: feet apart 

kelli-: hips thrust left left right right 

kelli-: hips riding the beat  

Master_joe: mmm yess 

kelli-: working my upper body hard .. hair flying 

cptfire35: kel is getting excited 

kelli-: thrusting my hips hard straight at you 

Master_joe: so hot 

kelli-: hands move down my body 

kelli-: slowwww prance up the bar 

kelli-: working my shoulds  

kelli-: looks at the boys  

kelli-: winks..  

kelli-: licks my lips 

Master_joe: wink 

kelli-: slow..sexy walk .. to the beat  

kelli-: drops to my hands and knees 

cptfire35: all your walks are sexy 

kelli-: crawls up to bar like a cat  

kelli-: lays out on the bar  

kelli-: rolls to my back  

kelli-: hands over my head  

kelli-: stretching out 

kelli-: hips pump the air in time to the rhythm 

kelli-: only feet and shoulders on the bar 

kelli-: thrusting 

kelli-: working it hard 

cptfire35: hydrate that poor girl 

Master_joe: mmmm yr=ess before she catches on fire 

kelli-: up to my knees  

kelli-: leans back  



kelli-: thrusting 

kelli-: collapse  

Master_joe: mmmm 

kelli-: grabs my robe  

kelli-: slips it on   

cptfire35: may have to put her fire out 

cptfire35: bravo! 

kelli-: you better bring a pumper or two if you are gonna put this fire out 

kelli-: thank you cpt 

kelli-: I need to get going .. work day 

kelli-: hops off the bar  

cptfire35: three pumpers minimum for you 

cptfire35: and a lot of refilling 

Master_joe: ty kelli  great dance   

kelli-: counts the boys. 

kelli-: nods and smiles 

Bee_passionately_blue: bye kelli have a good day  

cptfire35: think of us at work kelli 

kelli-: kisssss cpt .. see you later 
D r a z: have a good one kelli   .....hugs 

 

scarlett2angel 
 
scarlett2angel: slowly twrills around unzips my shorts..wiggles my hips so they slip 

down..kicks them free and looks back into the mirror smiles as my long hair sways side to 

side jumps to the right then the left as the song ends 

scarlett2angel: turns around tosses my arms up and falls back onto my bed..... 

D r a z:   grin s watching steff as she lays back 

scarlett2angel: bounces and giggles as my body falls back making a soft thump  

scarlett2angel: I'm  BiTcH winks at Draz 

D r a z: winks back at scarlett 

scarlett2angel: hello EightyThreeSix 

scarlett2angel: sits up shimmys my shoulders claps my hands and lets this tune move my 

hips  

scarlett2angel: loves song with beat like this 

scarlett2angel: songs 

D r a z:  watches  as  scarlett ddances ,,,,,,,    her hips swishing side to side  

scarlett2angel: rolls onto my hands and knees winks back at the room and starts shaking 

and thrusting my ass  

scarlett2angel: left left leftr and right as my hair shakes side to side  

D r a z: grins watching  the  delecrtable sxcarlett  shake and   thrust  

scarlett2angel: grips my pillow twriks my butt making my back arch as i smile and rock 

my ass with the beat 



EightyThreeSix: whistles at scarlett 

scarlett2angel: tosses my head back bounces my tummy against the bed mmmmm ty 

draz 

scarlett2angel: shakes my head thrusting my hips side to side and up and down making 

my back and head sway and archs more bouncing as if someone is tugging on my hips  

scarlett2angel: giggles turns my head to the window rocks my hips an lets my ass 

shimmy like my shoulders 

D r a z: grisn watching   scarlett shake it about   

slick50: hey draz..how goes it 

Al_dente_: hmmm nice sight from my vantage point...... 

scarlett2angel: pushs up rocks my ass in circles turns around and blows a kiss to the 

mirror as i catch my breath 

scarlett2angel: stands walks to the mirror winks and starts rocking my hips with the new 

beat grips the mirror with both hands as my lower body moves up and down bending my 

knees as my ass sways closes my eyes and lets the beat move me in place 

scarlett2angel: points at Trish take it..smiles turns bumps my ass against the mirror and 

moves back to my bed 

trisha_29: hops up and sits on my spot on the bar and watches 

trisha_29: laughs...ohhhhhhhhhhhh no...i just got seated! 

scarlett2angel: smiles i knew that would get a laugh 

scarlett2angel: ok just for you Al moves infront of my mirror again shimmys my ass as my 

hands wave over my head and shakes my hair as my hips rocks more than normal 

scarlett2angel: im the best you ever had.. 

Al_dente_: watches those cuves.... smiles... 

scarlett2angel: my ass is a fireball rocks it to put it out as my tummy shimmys like trish 

taught me 

D r a z: looks at scarlett our own fire ball 

Al_dente_: admires all the curves as the shake and shimmy 

scarlett2angel: skips around winks at Trish and shows her i can shimmy my ass like no 

other as my tits move under my tank top while Al sits speachless 

trisha_29: winks back at scarlett.....work it girl 

Al_dente_: <try's not to make a sound 

scarlett2angel: jumps to the right thrusts my ass ..jumps to the left and wiggles my tits 

for the room  

scarlett2angel: lets get crazyyyyyyyyy 

Al_dente_: <but enjoying the sight 

scarlett2angel: does the running man for Trish as  i move around  

scarlett2angel: spins around looks back at Her an Al shimmys my barely coverd ass side 

to side as my arms wave with the beat of this song 

D r a z: grns as   scarlette jumps and makes it crazy  

scarlett2angel: grabs my knees smiles and bounces up and down letting my hair touch 

the floor as my ass shakes left and r ight more than it should 

Al_dente_: and a gorgeous ass it is too! 

trisha_29: grins watching 



scarlett2angel: ohhhhhhh nooooooo Draz is trying to kill me 

trisha_29: lol this is hard to dance to 

scarlett2angel: jumps around winks at Trish as a rock my hips licks my lips and acts all 

silly  

scarlett2angel: rocks my hips folds my arms an skips side to side 

scarlett2angel: loves this movie 

scarlett2angel: grabs Trishs hips shakes my hips lets see you move it  

trisha_29: shakes my hips  

trisha_29: lol too fast for me to do 

scarlett2angel: smiles and winks as my hips move with yours shimmys my shoulders  

scarlett2angel: grips your hips mmmm your doing great 

scarlett2angel: winks rocks my hips as we move side to side  

scarlett2angel: ohhhhhhh Trish got a big booty 

trisha_29: laughs 

trisha_29: hey! 

scarlett2angel: shakes my lil one and jumps  

EightyThreeSix: trish's got a nice booty, scarlett :) 

Al_dente_: both look good to this boy! 

scarlett2angel: work it i squeallll as i try to keep up 

trisha_29: ok you are on your own now scarlett! hops back up and sits on my spot on the 

bar 

scarlett2angel: giggles ok thanks 

D r a z: grins watchingb  the booties shaking   

scarlett2angel: stands still and sticks my tongue out at the men skips around and stops 

infront of each one shimmys my shoulders letting them get a fast look at my firm, breasts 

as my top clings to my body then moves on to the next one 

D r a z: woo hoo  watching  the breasts jiggle and   shudder 

greygriffin20: woohoo 

greygriffin20:    

Al_dente_: hmmmm thatnks Scarlett... 

scarlett2angel: twrils around when i move past steffanie..delight and Trish rolls my hips 

and bounces on there laps letting my back arch and wiggles my ass  

cynnamin delight: stands and sways in place for a moment with  

cynnamin delight: steps side to side, raises the opposite knee up and dips and rocks with 

Scarlett 

scarlett2angel: smiles at each one kisses each of there cheeks as my ass sways left and 

right and moves to the s eat at the end of the bar 

Al_dente_: smiles at Scarlett... nice moves.. great body !!! 

cynnamin delight: kisses back, takes a seat 

scarlett2angel: moves back to delight sorry i moved to fast 

D r a z: woo  hoo    nice one scarlett 

cynnamin delight: No worries 



scarlett2angel: rolls my hips turns my back to her and sits back as my arms wave over 

your head and winks at the room 

D r a z:  winks at scarlett  ,.,.,.,.   such a  hot dancer 

Al_dente_: smiles back.. looking good from this direction too! 

scarlett2angel: claps my hands over my head ....lets the new tune rock my hips as  my ass 

brushs against delights tummy and knees  

cynnamin delight: steadies the rocking body so she can really get into the groove of the 

tune 

D r a z:     smiles watching  that butt     

Al_dente_: Studies the clinging top.... 

D r a z: is planenuts still with us ? 

scarlett2angel: drops my hands to the bar rocks my hips more smiles at her in the mirror 

an lets her feel my full weight as i sit back presing my back against her more 

Al_dente_: watches the thin material of the top stretch as she sits... 

scarlett2angel: tilts my head whispers into her ear as i rock left and right letting my legs 

slide apart some while elvis makes the room sway  

D r a z: smiles watching scarlett as  she rocks slowly   

Al_dente_: eyes follow scarletts legs  hmmmm... 

scarlett2angel: can i get a pineapple juice with a slice of lime Draz slips up to the bar and 

leans across it letting my as sway and my tits brush against the bars top 

Al_dente_: eyes follow Scatletts legs as they dangle over the bar... 

D r a z: takes a pineapple ...throwing it in the air  ....slicing it with 2 knives before it hits 

the bar.... putting in the juicer .... straining and  pouring in to a chilled glass with crushed  

ice  ... adding a sice of lime .. .. places a Lady Anns paper glass coaster in front of scarlett 

and places the glass on top .. your  juice ........smiles.. *winks 

scarlett2angel: ty Boss rubs my nose to yours ....wiggles my tits and slides back onto my 

feet as i catch Al looking 

D r a z: grins as we rub noses  ,,,,,,,,   you are welcome  

Al_dente_: smiles,.. and nods approvingly 

 
 
scarlett2angel: smiles jumps up onto the end of the bar grabs up an empty beer bottle 

and waits ..... 

D r a z: upnext  scarlett 

poetic_expression: lol who you going to bottle? 

scarlett2angel: not who what 

poetic_expression: lol what are you going to bottle? 

scarlett2angel: you will have to wait and see 

poetic_expression: sits here patiently waiting...... 

poetic_expression: i gotta see this 

touchdown366: have to wait till her song comes on 

scarlett2angel: smiles crosses my legs and twrills the bottle around in my fingers 

poetic_expression: continues to wait patiently.... 



poetic_expression: drumming my fingers on the bar 

scarlett2angel: looks around the room wets my lips with the tip of my tongue ..an smiles 

at Draz as my song starts 

D r a z: winks at scarlett  

scarlett2angel: rocks my head sending my hair over my right shoulder and lets the 

bottles lip slip between my pink lips as my tongue worms its way into the small hole 

poetic_expression: wow.. wasnt expecting that...  

D r a z: laffs scarlett 

scarlett2angel: winks tilts my head and lets go of the bottle letting my tongue hold it up 

rocking my hips side to side as my ass shines the bar 

poetic_expression: lool 

poetic_expression: that sounds like some serious tongue strength.. 

touchdown366: watches her polish the bar 

D r a z: smies watching  scarletts ass   wriggle  

scarlett2angel: mmmmmmm some beer touchs the tip of my tongue rolls it around in my 

mouth as it slides between my lips more shimmys my shoulders an lets my small tank top 

slide up my tummy  

D r a z:  setting  up a wrigglethrough her body  

poetic_expression: hehe guess thats what im watching too...  

touchdown366: thanks draz sees scarlet saved you from wiping the bar down 

D r a z: smiles seeing the patina    on the bar  

scarlett2angel: winks takes the bottle in my left hand,,,runs my fingers up and down as i 

tease my top with my free hand making sure not to break any rules as my ass moves to 

the new tune 

D r a z: whsitles watching  scarlett   polish the bottle  

touchdown366: sees scarlett not breaking rules and smiles 

poetic_expression:      whistlesss, watching scarlett put on a show.... 

scarlett2angel: puffs my right cheek out ..than my left one as the beck of the bottle slips 

between my lips more letting my throath wiggles it around with a smirk on my lips  

scarlett2angel: *neck* 

poetic_expression: wow.. 

touchdown366: sits and watches 

scarlett2angel: winks at draz an this tuneeeeee 

touchdown366: great song writer he was 

scarlett2angel: rolls onto my back grabs the bar lays back as my mouth closes around the 

neck of the bottle letting it slide down my tongue more while i arch my back pushing up 

with my feet and lets my hair touch the bar  

D r a z:    grins watching scarlett  as she raises  the temperature  

touchdown366: sees why she sweats lol 

D r a z: the women was bounced from the room by: D r a z.  

scarlett2angel: bounces my ass turns my head so the men can see the bottle move side to 

side puffing my cheeks out as i wiggle my nose an thrusts my hips up and down  

D r a z: those hips are mesmerising  



scarlett2angel: lays back winks an lets the bottle fall down between my boobs lifts my 

arms over my head archs my back and grips the bottle with my tits letting my knees bend 

so i stay in place while i roll my hips with the beat of this song 

D r a z:  grins as i tap out the beat on the bar watchig those hips rock and roll  

touchdown366: might need to go in the pool after this lol 

poetic_expression: is the water cold... lol 

scarlett2angel: closes my eyes using the beat to rock my hips left left left and right ..as 

my fingers grip the bar making my back arch more and push my tits up making my top 

show off more of my skin as it shines under the lights 

touchdown366: watches scarlett work the song and smiles 

touchdown366: sees the light reflecting off her skin 

D r a z:     grins watching   as scarletss    back arches and  herwhole  body   move to the 

rythmn  

scarlett2angel: lifts my head smiles and worms the tip of my folded pink tongue back into 

the bottle squeezes my tits around the firmness thrusts my hips up making my feet slide 

up the bar some and french kisses the beer bottle as hell raiser plays  

touchdown366: wishing i were the beer bottle now  as thrust her hips 

touchdown366: watches as she raises hell 

scarlett2angel: mmmmm i dont like beer....winks at the room moving the bottle with just 

my tongue then my lips as it fills m y throath while i brush my ass side to side and makes 

the hard wood shine more while my tummy drips of sweat  

touchdown366: smiles as she works the song and sweats  

D r a z:    grins at the  writhing figure on the bar 

D r a z:   slows it  down for   her to move  sensually   

touchdown366: mmmmm slow blues 

scarlett2angel: closes my eyes as the bottle stands straight up and bobs it up and down 

with my throath letting my fingers grip the sides of the bar and slams my ass down 

making a wet puddle on each side of my hips from the beads of sweat driping down my 

sides  

touchdown366: watches her move her hips as she bobs with the bottle 

   scarlett2angel: opens my eyes as i hear sara move near the bar....smiles and cups my 

breasts with bothj hands tugs my top up letting my skin shine more..rocks my hips right 

and left and wrinkles my nose at the tune 

D r a z:  smiles as  scarlett   moves to the beat  

touchdown366: sees the hips rocking as eyes follow her moves 

scarlett2angel: cups and tugs my top up more tring to cool off some....as my hips shimmy 

on the bar making some of the bar glasses hanging over my head rattle while i let my 

long legs slide back down onto the bar  

touchdown366: sees the hips shimmy as she tugs on her top 

D r a z: watches as  scarlett rattles  the  wholebar a she   bumps  her butt back to the bar  

sara a9: watches Scarlett move so well, the head turns to look over at the cage 

scarlett2angel: sits up and lets the beer bottle slide down my tummy winks as it makes a 

soft smack on the bar betweem my legs spins around to face the room..shimmys my 



shoulder as my top clings to my skin just under my breasts wiggles my nose at sara 

hands draz the empty bottle an slips off the bar  

touchdown366: awesome moves scarlett smiles 

D r a z: looks like  you wont sara ,,,,,,,,, 

D r a z:     slips the   bottle in the bin and     watches  scarlett move off the bar ,,,,,,,, great 

dance   kisses 

 

 

scarlett2angel: winks at Kelli in the mirror letting my hair hang down my back rocks my 

hips with her shoulders and grips the bar as i stand with my back to the room 

kelli-: spins and bumps hips with scarlett.. left.. bump .. left .. bump 

scarlett2angel: smiles at knight rocks my ass right right left and left while the room heats 

up  

lidlknight: smiles watching scarlett's ass sway with the delightful hips of kelli  

Al_dente_: eyes follow the bumping and swaying hips... as the slinky moves of both 

womens bodies make me smile 

scarlett2angel: whispers to Kelli knight is right.....bumps hips and lets my boobs move 

under my top.... 

kelli-: backs up to scarlett .. back to back .. moving to the beat .. slowwllyyy  

scarlett2angel: mmmmm archs back against Kelli rolling my ass right left and right as i 

grip the bar with both my hands and smiles into the mirror 

Al_dente_: hmmm those grinding asses. 

lidlknight: catches scarlett's eyes reflecting  

kelli-: sways left and right against scarlett .. funk me.. it's hot 

scarlett2angel: ass bumps Her tilts my head to the left mmm its hot in here....fuck me it's 

hot..... 

scarlett2angel: is it me or is it what? 

kelli-: HAHAHAHAHA... I think it's .. funk .. me 

scarlett2angel: bumps and rolls my hips ..snaps my fingers while my eyes flash in the 

bars mirror 

kelli-: spins .. works down the floor ..  

kelli-: dancing a fun lil step  

kelli-: stops in the middle of the boys chairs 

scarlett2angel: turns around hops up onto the bar smiles at Kelli and wiggles my toes at 

the men in the room 

kelli-: sways .. left and right  

kelli-: watching the eyes  

Al_dente_: smiles at kelli as she dances 

lidlknight: eyes move from kelli to scarlett and back  

kelli-: slowly unbottons my super sexy work shirt  

scarlett2angel: leans back onto my hands tosses my head and wets my lips as Kelli makes 

the men into boys with just a look 

kelli-: smiles .. this is a better beat  

lidlknight: adjust my seating making myself more comfortable  



Al_dente_: watches kellis fingers as they fumble with the buttons 

kelli-: pulls the shirt out of my pants .. open down the front 

kelli-: spins... works my hips to the rhythm 

kelli-: round and round  

Al_dente_: peeking inside the open flapping shirt 

kelli-: hips gyrate in circles  

kelli-: ties the shirt up under my lil white plain Jane bra  

kelli-: hands move over my head ...  

scarlett2angel: smiles at Kelli leans back and lets my hair brush onto the bar as She heats 

the room up more 

kelli-: hips thrust left left right right 

lidlknight: watches kelli  

kelli-: air guitar ..  

kelli-: leans back against the bar 

kelli-: one leg high  

kelli-: hair moving to the beat as my head bobs 

Al_dente_: notices  Scarletts eyes following kelli as she moves.....   with 'that' look..... 

lidlknight: smiles enjoying the view  

scarlett2angel: archs my back more letting my tank top slide up my tits ...showing off my 

tummy and lets my my legs opne and close to the beat while Kelli struts her stuff  

lidlknight: smiles taking in all the beauty of scarlett  

kelli-: rolls up onto the bar  

kelli-: slow version of the two step down to scarlett  

Al_dente_: Scarletts eyes devouring her as she gets closer 

scarlett2angel: winks wiggles my nose at Kelli kicks my feet up turns on the bar lays on 

my back and grips the bar with my hands as She steps over me  

kelli-: slowly loosens my belt  

kelli-: pulls it through the belt loops  

Al_dente_: raises an eybrow.... 

scarlett2angel: looks up at Her smiles and bites my bottom lip while m y ass moves on 

the bar  

kelli-: stands over scarlett and smacks the belt on the bar  

scarlett2angel: mmmmmmmmm squirms at the loud smack i hear  

Al_dente_: cathes the belt.... 

kelli-: one foot on scarlett .. thought full look .. fingers rub chin as I think 

scarlett2angel: winks at Her parts my knees as my toes curl and archs my upper bopdy 

up making the bottom of my breasts show from under my top 

Al_dente_: lays it carefully across my lap 

Al_dente_: hmmmm nice view Scarlett 

kelli-: spins away .. the shirt flying open  

kelli-: pulls it off my shoulders.. spins it over my head  

Al_dente_: hmmmm janes bra again..... 

lidlknight: smiles enjoying the two sexy women dance  

kelli-: lets the shirt fly 



scarlett2angel: turns my head smiles at the room then looks back up at Kellli as my ass 

squirms and pushs my hips up off the bar  

kelli-: struts down the bar to the new rhtyhm 

Al_dente_: reaches up as it flys through the air but misses as it lads on Knights head 

lidlknight: grins as i take kelli's shirt off my head  

kelli-: stands infront of the boys 

lidlknight: watches kelli  

kelli-: feet slightly apart  

kelli-: hands move down my body 

scarlett2angel: mmmmmmmm rolls my hips with the new rhytum closes my eyes and my 

shoulders rub on the bar my ass bounces and lets my top slip up my chest more  

Al_dente_: spies more of Scarletts breasts come into view 

kelli-: fingers pop the button on my pants .. zipper slowly moves down  

lidlknight: moves eyes back to kelli's fingers  

Al_dente_: follows the fingers as they move the zipper 

kelli-: hands move up my body as the pants beging to move down my hips 

lidlknight: watches closely, smiling  

kelli-: over my head as the pants fall to the floor 

Al_dente_: The slipping pants revealing more of kelli... hmmmmm 

kelli-: steps out as the music explodes  

lidlknight: scans kelli's beautiful body  

kelli-: little white hip hugger panties and bra move with me 

scarlett2angel: opens my eyes looks around as my hips sway with the beat ....rocking 

side to side on top of the bar seeing Kelli move around....and the look in the boys eyes 

..winks an rolls my hips with the tune while my breasts help my top slide up more  

kelli-: dancing over the scarlett 

kelli-: hold out both hands to help her up off the bar  

Al_dente_: imagination running wild as Scarlees squirms on the bar....  Kelli's half naked 

body swaying.... 

lidlknight: licks my lips unconsciously  

scarlett2angel: pushs up onto my elbows looks into her eyes ....lifts my hands up to hers 

and slips onto my feet looking into her lovely eyes 

kelli-: holds her hands as I dance backward toward the stage  

lidlknight: my eyes follow them  

kelli-: giggles as the beat changes  

scarlett2angel: tilts my head to one side ...smiles and moves with her an winks at where 

she is going 

kelli-: pulls scarlett beside the pole ..profile to the boys  

Al_dente_: hmmmm nice profile too! 

kelli-: leans her forward and puts her hands on the pole  

lidlknight: nods, great profile  

kelli-: hold on girl  

Al_dente_: her top still halfway up her breasts.... 

kelli-: hold on tight 



scarlett2angel: snaps my hips right right right and left with the beat change....looks 

around and licks my lips as i see the pole stands still and lets my hair down  

kelli-: dances around the pole .. admiring my work thus far  

scarlett2angel: grips the bar with my long slender fingers wiggles my ass and waits for 

the tune to change 

kelli-: scarlett in profile, leaning slightly forward with her hands around the pole 

mmmmmmmmm mmmmm 

Al_dente_: hmmmm indeeeeed 

kelli-: moves behind her  

lidlknight: watches  

kelli-: hands on her hips 

kelli-: sways with her 

kelli-: taps that hot ass to the new beat .. and giggles 

scarlett2angel: mmmmmmm feels Kelli move behind me makes my ass thrust out as my 

backj archs more ..grips the hard slick pole with my fingers as my head lays back letting 

my long blonde hair brush against my ass  

kelli-: fingers roll her waist band .. once.. then twice  

kelli-: fingernail move up her back slowly  

scarlett2angel: winks at the first tap she gives me....rolls my hips with the beat while my 

back archs to your fingers 

kelli-: watching her squirm  

kelli-: giggles 

lidlknight: eyes follow every move and expression  

scarlett2angel: opens and closes my eyes as your fingertips sends chills up my spine 

making my nipples harder and pushs my small top up more  

Al_dente_: sees the bumps in Scarlett's top 

lidlknight: it is a small top indeed, smiles  

kelli-: hands move around her ribs and up 

kelli-: brush the bottoms of those luscious orbs  

kelli-: then around to her back  

Al_dente_: hanging so beautifully too 

scarlett2angel: grips the pole ..wiggles my hips as the warm touch of Kellis fingers makes 

me arch my back more rubbing my breasts against the pole and tosses my head more 

kelli-: one hand finds the clasp .. slips my finger under it and twists ... pop 

Al_dente_: hmmmm 

Al_dente_: smiles as the bra falls away...... 

Al_dente_: hanging with the breasts 

Al_dente_: loves thos rock hard nipples 

scarlett2angel: opens my eyes blushs and pushs my ass up more as my tits trap the pole 

between them as my boobs pop free  

lidlknight: swallows watching scarlett's breasts  

kelli-: turns .. back against scarlett .. doing a crazy lil dance .. rubbing my ass on hers  

scarlett2angel: winks back at Kelli shimmys my shoulders as my ass rubs against hers as 

we dance back to back  



kelli-: reaching behind me .. popping my own clasp  

Al_dente_: smiles as Kellis bra pops open.... 

lidlknight: closes my dropped jaw  

kelli-: lets the straps fall off my shoulders .. flips the bra to the side  

Al_dente_: jane will be pleased to have it back.. An I'm soooo glad it's gone 

lidlknight: grins at al  

kelli-: leans back harder  

kelli-: sways with scarlett 

Al_dente_: notices how hard kellis nipples are too! 

lidlknight: watches kelli's nude upper body  

scarlett2angel: slides my right hand down the pole rubs my tits against its slick body an 

winks as my ass bumps and sways with Kelli's 

kelli-: hands move over my hard nips  

Al_dente_: hmmm two beautiful half naked women..... 

kelli-: down my body slowly 

scarlett2angel: purssss an works my right hand up and down the pole while the beat 

makes me move with Kelli in slow circles while my nipples get harder from the cool metal 

of the pole moving between them 

Al_dente_: eyes follow Kelli's hands 

lidlknight: smiles excited by the view  

kelli-: rolls my waist band twice to match scarletts  

Al_dente_: gulps 

lidlknight: swallows  

Al_dente_: two different sets of curves.... both beautiful! 

kelli-: looks at the boys  

scarlett2angel: feels Kelli's ass grind against mine as we move as one runing my hand up 

and down the hard pole and lets my tits bounce up and down while the beat moves me 

head  

Al_dente_: eyes darting from one to the other trying to take in each womans sahpes and 

curves 

kelli-: spins around scarlett to the other side of the pole  

kelli-: mirrors her stance  

scarlett2angel: licks my bottom lip as i look from one boys face to the next and winks at 

Kelli  

Al_dente_: hmmmm gorgeaous view 

lidlknight: just nods  

kelli-: holds scarletts hands around the pole and slowly slips the high stretching us both 

up the pole 

kelli-: slips them high  

Al_dente_: watches the bodies come together..... 

lidlknight: imagines to be the pole ;-)  

scarlett2angel: mirrors your hips as they sway with the beat.....lets my right hand move 

on the pole and sucks my fingers of my left hand while my boobs trap the pole and brushs 

against yours  



Al_dente_: two pairs of breasts coming together 

kelli-: smiles and winks  

Al_dente_: clashing hard nipples 

scarlett2angel: mmmmmmmmmmm Kelli i whimper as we trap the pole between us 

sliding our hands up and down it while the boys try to sit still 

Al_dente_: too uncomfortable to sit still..... 

lidlknight: grins  

Al_dente_: wathes the two bodies in silhouette against the pole 

kelli-: holds the pole tight.. pulls myself up .. wrapping my legs around the pole and 

scarletts waist  

Al_dente_: heh  that pole gets in the way sometimes..... 

kelli-: head rocks back .. hair hanging down .. thrusting against the pole 

scarlett2angel: archs my back more lifts my right foot and rubs it up the pole to match 

yours winks and hooks my ankle behind your waist  

lidlknight: leans forward  

kelli-: grinnnddddddddd 

Al_dente_: Imagines how tightly the pole must be pressing into their crotches 

scarlett2angel: bucks my hips as we wrap our legs around the pole and eachother ...grips 

high up with my hands rocks my shoulders and kisses you  

Al_dente_: breasts swaying and jggling with each movement 

kelli-: smiles .. kisss... winks at the boys 

Al_dente_: smiles 

lidlknight: winks back  

kelli-: giggles and whispers to scarlett ...  

kelli-: we better stop before this pole cums  

scarlett2angel: winks as my thighs grip the pole archs my back and bites my bottom lip 

as i tilt my head an giggles  

Al_dente_: or... yu cum on the pole..... 

scarlett2angel: draz would fire us if that happenes 

Al_dente_: mayyyyyyyyyyyybe 

kelli-: that's my line Al  

scarlett2angel: winks looks at the boys and lets my legs slip down yours rubbing my 

thighs on the pole and sucks my tongue  

kelli-: pulls up with my arms and lets go of the pole with my legs and slides down slowly 

to the floor 

Al_dente_: smiles at the entwined legs 

lidlknight: watches the two ladies unfold  

Al_dente_: forgeous sight 

kelli-: just guckin forgeous Al  

kelli-: giggles 

Al_dente_: lol  true 

scarlett2angel: turns my back to the pole rolls my hips and bumps against the pole as i 

step away letting my long hair cover my ass an crosses my arms over my breasts and 

walks off the stage 



Al_dente_: no gucking allowed in the bar..... 

lidlknight: applauds standing  

lidlknight: well done, wow  

kelli-: thank you  

Al_dente_: applaudes as Scarleet exits.. 

Al_dente_: well done girls!! 

Al_dente_: very sexy 

scarlett2angel: that should give draz something to edit when he comes back 

kelli-: gathers my clothes and looks for my belt 

lidlknight: thank you kelli and scarlett  

kelli-: I don't think we were far out of bounds if at all  

lidlknight: hands kelli her shrit  

Al_dente_: Holds the belt up..... 

kelli-: oh thanx guys  

lidlknight: smiles, you are welcome  

kelli-: puts on the belt .. shrugs .. and walks off and down the back steps 

scarlett2angel: smiles skips around gives each guy a kiss on their cheek before slipping 

into the dressing room 

Al_dente_: blushes at the kiss. 

kelli-: spins scarletts bra around my finger.. hey scaaarrletttt.. you forgot something  

lidlknight: thank you scarlett  

scarlett2angel: blushs.... 

kelli-: giggles 

scarlett2angel: no wonder im cold 

Al_dente_: she's better wothout it 

Al_dente_: without 

kelli-: I can tell .. checking out your lil thermometers  

scarlett2angel: winks takes it ty Kelli 

kelli-: giggles .. sure  

kelli-: slips on my robe and returns to my seat between the boys 

lidlknight: smiles, welcome back kelli  

Al_dente_: smiles as the legs appear thru the gap as kelli sits 

kelli-: crosses my legs 

lidlknight: thank you for that amazing dance  

Al_dente_: ..............even bettwr, - as the thighs come out to visit 

scarlett2angel: slips back in my hair in a ponytail,,my top back in place..smiles at the 

boys jumps back onto the end of the bar and rests back on my hands  

kelli-: it was totally unrehearsed I assure you 

lidlknight: it was spontaneous for sure  

lidlknight: smiles at scarlett, thank you too  

Al_dente_: if there was a rehearsel...  I missed it 

lidlknight: maybe this was the dress rehearsel?  

scarlett2angel: your welcome knight 

Al_dente_: or undress ? 



scarlett2angel: it was nice to let my hair down  

lidlknight: so much hair to let down scarlett lol  

Al_dente_: nice to see you with your top off too Scarlett... 

scarlett2angel: smiles at Al 

lidlknight: you both are beautiful women  

Al_dente_: true 

scarlett2angel: Kelli loves to dance like i do 

Al_dente_: ummmmm I think I can guess..... 

Al_dente_: see ya knight 

scarlett2angel: come back soon 

scarlett2angel: good 

Al_dente_: you dan't have to think to get hard in here 

Al_dente_: lol.. my mind still processing images of you both 

scarlett2angel: we sure worked the pole over good 

kelli-: it's still stiff  

Al_dente_: fortunately.. no ink required..... 

Al_dente_: that pole will be hard for ages 

kelli-: I hope so  

Al_dente_: It might need a dry down with a towel however.... 

kelli-: mmmaaayybbbeeee 

scarlett2angel: will need a good washing too 

kelli-: I hope it cums clean  

Al_dente_: well, with both of you with such hard nipples, I'm sure there was a little 

moisture around 

kelli-: I'll never tell  

scarlett2angel: closes my eyes blushs mmmm im sure it will Kelli 

Al_dente_: no? 

kelli-: my lips are sealed ... my mouth too  

 
scarlett2angel: sits on Ivan's lap wiggles...i can do this right 

charlescs: damn it now Im jelous 

D r a z:  smiles and see the wiggler at work  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Wipes my brow.  It's getting warm in here, Draz. 

D r a z:  looks that way  

D r a z: maybe scarlett would like some lap dance music ? 

scarlett2angel: slowly turns on your lap smiles at the room and lets my ass sway side to 

side with the beat letting my hands squeeze Ivan's hands and shimmys my shoulders 

charlescs: How times change we took tap dancing lessons as kids 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Smiles back at Scarlett, relishing the moment. 

scarlett2angel: rolls my hips clockwise then counter as my fingers inter lock with yours  

charlescs: Blushing we turn round to give them some privacy 

scarlett2angel: winks at Draz ....letting my ass sway and brush against Ivan's knees and 

tummy as my hair slaps him in the face 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Feel those nimble fingers sending tingles down my spine. 



D r a z: winks back at scarlett  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Catch a waft of Scarlet's perfume. 

Ivan_Skavinsky: I dropped a t. 

scarlett2angel: grips his fingers more as my ass brushs more as if the music is moving my 

hips my head rocks and lets my small top show off my tummy as my knees open and 

close 

D r a z:  eyes glued on scarlett as  she    teases so well  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Holds the fingers tight as feel Scrlett's lovely warm body moving against 

me. 

scarlett2angel: tilts it to the right smiles at Ivan and nibbles on hes ear as my hands lift 

his over our heads rocking left and right an whispers your worth it in his ear 

Ivan_Skavinsky: You're giving me an attack of the typos, Scarlett. 

charlescs: peeping I can see her butt swaying from side to side 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Move together with Scarlett to the sensual rhythm. 

charlescs: her body shimmering in the dim lights 

scarlett2angel: archs my back slowly rocks my hips and pushs back against your 

tummy....letting my fingers grip your knees looks back at you and wets my bottom lip  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Find myself gazing into your eyes as I move my face forwards towards 

those tempting lips. 

charlescs: so erotic but at the same time innocent 

charlescs: remember club rules no touching 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Not quite touching, Charles. 

scarlett2angel: winks dont move..pushs your legs together grips your knees more and 

does a handstand facing you my lips inches from your zipper as my legs bend then slipout 

to eachside of the chair and bounces some while you feel my body weight on your legs 

Ivan_Skavinsky: I'm going to have to double the dose of my blood pressure tablets. 

D r a z:  smiles watching the sensual scarlettmove to  the rythmn  

Ivan_Skavinsky: She's a fantastic mover. 

scarlett2angel: rubs my head against your beltbuckle places my knees on each of your 

shoulders and rocks my hips side to side lets hope this isnt against the rules 

charlescs: mmnnn the persperation pools at ivans feet 

Ivan_Skavinsky: It's very enjoyable whether it is or not, Scarlett. 

scarlett2angel: mmmmm Ivan winks and tugs on the front of your jeans with my teeth as 

my lower body rocks and thrusts my hips as if bouncing against your face but not 

touching  

Ivan_Skavinsky: I'm finding these jeans are getting tighter and tighter. 

charlescs: just like sensual greek dancing.. I remember once in the west indies... 

Ivan_Skavinsky: It's very sensational, Charles. 

charlescs: nope caught myself in time before remonising 

scarlett2angel: lifts my body up and down smiles and winks as i see what this is doing to 

Ivan rubs my nose and forhead up and down before pushing up rolls off with my back to 

you wiggles my ass and walks away nice and slow 

charlescs: Scarlet you could make a living at that      in words      or   action 

D r a z: grins watching the wriggling  as scarlett walks slowly away  



scarlett2angel: ty charles 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Fantastic, Scarlett.  It will take a while for me to recover my 

equilibrium. 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Would you like a drink, Scarlett? 

scarlett2angel: i have one thank you 

charlescs: Spent my young yrs from 14 at sea 

D r a z: woo hoo scarlett ,,,great dance,.,.,.,.,. winks 

 


